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Abstract 
The main aim of this thesis is to develop a Decision Support System (DSS) 
framework for innovation management. Determinants of innovation are the features that 
determine the innovation performance. For this reason, feature subset selection problem 
becomes an important issue. In order to construct the core of the DSS, we proposed two 
algorithms, which are Simulated Annealing and Genetic Algorithm. 
Determination of relevant features and prediction accuracy are the main objectives. 
Our proposed algorithms have been checked on two different data sets, Iris and Concrete 
Compressive Strength. After validation, algorithms have been implemented on innovation 
performance data. Feature weights that are obtained and prediction accuracies are 
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Bu tezin temel amacı inovasyon yönetimi için Karar Destek Sistemi çerçevesi 
geliştirmektir. Đnovasyon belirleyicileri inovasyon performansını belirleyen 
özniteliklerdir. Bu nedenle, öznitelik altkümesi seçimi önemli bir konu olmaktadır. Karar 
Destek Sistemi’nin çekirdeğini oluşturmak için Benzetimsel Tavlama ve Genetik 
Algoritması olmak üzere iki algoritma önerilmiştir.  
Temel amaçlar ilgili özniteliklerin belirlenmesini sağlamak ve tahmin doğruluğunu 
arttırmaktır. Önerilen algoritmalarımız Đris ve Concrete Compressive Strength referans 
dataları üzerinde kontrol edilmiştir. Bundan sonra, önerilen algoritmalar inovasyon 
datasına uygulanmıştır. Önerilen algoritmaların karşılaştırılması ve yorumlanması için 
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C H A P T E R  1  
1. ITRODUCTIO 
 
1.1. What is Innovation?  
 
Innovation has always been an important phenomenon, especially in recent years. 
Effects of globalization have been experienced more intensively, causing a more 
competitive market for firms. Firms are relentlessly in search for various strategies that 
will to improve their competitiveness. Due to the globalization, geographical boundaries 
have been less important and production costs have decreased considerably and virtually 
there is a company somewhere around the world that can beat your prices. Therefore, 
price competition seems not to be a sufficient strategy by itself for ensuring the firms’ 
competitiveness. Innovativeness is being considered to be among the strategies that can 
lead to long term performance. Consequently, firms have been obliged to consider 
innovation policies in order to create new markets by making innovations. 
Oxford Handbook of Innovation defines innovation as, putting an idea for a new 
product or process into practice (Fagerberg et al, 2004). Beside this general definition, 
there are various other definitions, which are fundamentally similar with subtle 
differences, in the literature.  
Schumpeter is among the pioneers in the field of innovation and proposes the 
definition of innovation as one or more of the following events (Sundbo, 1998): 
 
• Introduction of a new product or a new product quality. 
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• Introduction of a new production method. This need not be a new scientific 
invention. It might consist of a new way of treating a product commercially.  
• The opening up of a new market. 
• The opening up of a new source for raw materials or semimanufactures 
regardless of whether the source has existed before.  
• The creation of a new organizational structure in industry, for example by 
creating or breaking down a monopoly situation.  
His definition of innovation has influenced many researchers such as Luecke and 
Katz who define innovation in their book as follows;  
Innovation is the embodiment, combination, or synthesis of knowledge in original, 
relevant, valued new products, processes, or services (Luecke, 2003).  
Another milestone definition of innovation has been provided by the latest edition 
of the Oslo Manual. It is defined as the implementation of a new or significantly 
improved product (good or service), or process, a new marketing method, or a new 
organizational method in business practices, workplace organization or external relations 
(Oslo Manual, 2005).  
Substantial research in order to determine the factors that influence the 
innovativeness of the firms exists in literature. These factors are referred to as the 
determinants of innovation, which will be explained in further detail in the following 
chapter. Although each determinant is shown to have an influence on innovation 
performance of the firm level, there is no research that comprehensively handles these 
determinants and established their relative significance with respect to each other. Such an 
analysis is essential in order to develop a decision support system that can develop 







1.2. Motivation of the Thesis 
 
The thesis is part of a TUBITAK supported research project that aims to develop 
decision support system for innovation management. Our focus is particularly the 
development of the DSS framework and proposing alternative solutions to the feature 
weighting problem which will be utilized at the core of the DSS. The feature weighting 
problem is closely related to the feature subset selection problem where there is an 
extensive research available and continuous to grow. 
Generally speaking, the feature subset selection is to choose the feature subsets that 
will provide the best classification accuracy amongst the features that are thought 
necessary for clarification of interrelationships throughout data, namely unraveling the 
hidden relationships. Consider a data set composing of ten features and according to the 
values attained for each feature, each sample has a corresponding score. The main goal of 
feature subset selection is to specify which feature has an impact on the sample score. In 
other words, which ones among the feature subset should be utilized in order to achieve 
the most accurate prediction can be made, regarding to a new sample score.   
 
Instead of using all of the features, reducing the feature subset size by selecting only 
a certain proportion would help to reduce the learning costs. Note that, this procedure will 
not only speed up the whole process, but also increase the model accuracy by preventing 
information pollution that is caused by too much data, i.e., uncertainty due to the 
abundance of information. In brief, by an appropriate choice of necessary feature subset 
selection, there can be a significant increase of efficiency in speed and accuracy of data 
mining. 
The feature subset selection problem plays a crucial role in various applications 
where there are data sets that are composed of too many variables. Some examples of 
these applications, can be listed as; Customer Relationship Management (Yong, 2006), 
the advisory systems used in the Internet websites (Schwab, 2000), image analysis (Law, 
2004) to Gene Expression Analysis (Guyon et al, 2002). 
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Note that in the feature subset selection problem the features are classified as 
relevant or not, that is to say a dichotomous relation is assumed. However, degree of 
relevance is a better representation of the reality rather than the 0-1 representation of the 
feature subset selection problem.  In this thesis we will adopt a feature weighting 
approach and propose two algorithms that are based on well-known metaheuristics, 
namely, the Simulated Annealing and the Genetic Algorithms.  The developed algorithms 
are generic and can be applied to any other context that requires feature weighting.  
 
 
1.3. The Major Contributions of the Thesis 
 
• A Decision Support Systems framework for innovation management.  
•  Simulated Annealing based feature weighting algorithm. 
• Genetic Algorithms based feature weighting algorithm. 
• Determination of significance levels of innovation determinants. 
In the following section we will discuss the relevant literature on innovation 
determinants, feature subset selection. Next we will present the proposed algorithms, 
Simulated Annealing and Genetic Algorithm. In chapter 4 we will introduce the results of 
the algorithms for benchmark data, Iris and Concrete Compressive Strength data. Chapter 
5 will be where we will discuss the results. The thesis will be finalized with our 





C H A P T E R  2  
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
In this chapter we will provide the relevant literature regarding to the issues 
discussed in this thesis. We will first present the available research on determinants of 
innovations. Next we will briefly discuss decision supports systems and present some 
examples from the literature regarding to the decision support systems that are developed 
particularly for upper management. We will conclude the chapter with a survey on feature 
subset selection. Note that the relevant literature on simulated annealing and genetic 
algorithms will be presented in Chapter 3 where we will introduce the proposed 
algorithms. 
 
2.1. IOVATIO DETERMIATS 
 
In order to develop a DSS that can be utilized to generate innovation policies, first 
step is the determination of the features that affect the innovation performance, which are 
referred to in the literature as the innovation determinants. According to the literature - 
innovation performance of firms is influenced by various factors (determinants of 
innovation) which can be classified as; general firm characteristics such as age, size of 
firm, ownership status, intellectual capital that consists of human, social and 
organizational capital, organizational culture that includes centralization, formalization, 
communication, reward system, etc.; collaborations, innovation outlay, business 
strategies such as the manufacturing, marketing and technology strategies, and  sectoral 
conditions such as market dynamism, public incentives, internal and external barriers to 
innovations, and tax rebates. We will present the literature regarding to each one of these 
factors in detail next.   
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2.1.1. General Firm Characteristics 
 
In the literature, four of the general firm characteristics are shown to be influential 
on firm’s innovativeness, namely, firm size, firm age, ownership status and foreign 
capital. In the literature there is an ongoing debate on the influence of firm age on 
innovativeness. Note that it is quite possible that as a firm gets older, the gathered 
knowledge and the resources that can be used for innovations improve the firm’s chance 
to be innovative, on the other hand the very same years also results in increase in 
bureaucracy and resistance against new ideas. Similarly, there is evidence in the literature 
which supports that innovativeness and firm age is negatively related with each other 
(Balasubramanian, 2008), or positively related with each other (Sorensen, 2000). 
Furthermore, there is also empirical evidence that there is not significant relation with the 
age of the firma and its innovativeness (Roger, 2004; Gunday et al, 2008). 
Ownership status is shown to be another important determinant of innovation 
since it influences the R&D activities and consequently has an effect on innovation 
performance. Bishop et al (1999) have claimed that foreign capital has a negative impact 
on innovative success. Similarly Rogers (2004) also demonstrates that the foreign 
ownership results in lower innovations. On the contrary, Love and Ashcroft have rejected 
this claim by proposing that firm size, foreign capital and having R&D department are all 
positively related with innovativeness (Love, 1999).  
Avermaete et al (2003) have tried to determine the impact level of firm size, age 
and regional economic performance on innovative performance. Their research indicates 
that young firms consider the impact on firm’s turnover more while introducing 
innovations and bigger firms prefer to introduce new products to the market. Gunday et al 
(2008) provide empirical support that the firm size is positively correlated with 
innovativeness. According to Bhattacharya and Bloch (2004), firm size is significantly 
correlated with innovation particularly for low technology firms. However, they claim 
that for high technology firms, innovation performance is also increasing with firm size 




2.1.2. Firm Structure 
 
Firm structure can be analyzed under two main topics, namely, organization 
culture and intellectual capital. Gunday et al (2008) have proposed the sub-elements of 
organization culture as communication, formalization, centralization, management 
support, work discretion, time availability and reward system. Management support and 
managing staff’s enthusiasm about innovation have favorable effects on firm’s innovation 
performance (Montalvo, 2004). Time availability is also an important factor for 
innovativeness (Fry, 1987). Since time can be considered as crucial resource in a firm, 
time availability of employees during the working hours for new ideas, projects and 
research can be seen as an important innovation determinant. Granting employees extra 
time for their duties and being flexible about deadlines provide a more open-minded 
atmosphere and more efficient solutions (Hornsby et al, 2002). Eisenberger and Armeli 
(1997) claimed that rewards increase creativity. However, reward system should be fair 
and satisfactory and proportional with individual performance in order to be efficient 
(Lawler, 1967; Cissell, 1987). Moenaert et al (1994) mention that formalization, 
centralization and employees that can use initiative increase the communication between 
R&D and marketing departments so provide a positive impact on innovativeness.   
Intellectual capital can be divided into three groups of human, social and 
organizational capital (Edvinson, 1997). Subramaniam ve Youndth claim that 
organizational and social capital together affect innovation activities in small scales, but 
human and social capital together trigger radical innovation activities (Subramaniam, 
2005). Specialization is considered as an important component of human capital (Walker, 
1987) and Cohen and Levinthal mentioned in their research that human capital is a crucial 







2.1.3. Firm Strategies 
 
  
The innovative performance of the firms is directly related with their strategies. 
Loch et al state the important role of internal and external growing strategies of the firms 
in their innovation performances (Loch et al, 1996). The statistical effects of management 
strategies on innovation performances were investigated by Belderbos (2001). Although 
there appear to be no linear interaction between the firm scale and innovation, the 
innovation performance of the firms are shown to be apparently in interaction with their 
production intensity, R&D intensity, export intensity and operation auditing. François et 
al (2002) showed the financial and control strategies of the firms as business practices 
which must be managed carefully for the firm’s innovation performance and market 
success. The relation between the export performance and the firm scale innovation 
performance was analyzed by Roper and Love (2002). Their conclusion was mentioning 
the strong effect of product innovation on the export probability and trend of the firms. In 
another study, Geroski (1995) mentioned the bigger innovative trend of exporting firms 
compared to their non-international rivals. 
 
Diversification, differentiation and cost reducing strategies are also innovation 
related factors (Ahuja, 2001). Galende et al (2003) observed the positive effect of 
differentiation strategies on the innovative capacity of the firms. Hitt et al (1997) showed 
also globalization as a beneficial strategy for the firms. However, the strategy mentioned 
to be meaningful if the firm also implements diversification strategies in its market space. 
In this research, globalization concept was handled as considering global market spaces 
as first cause and employing people from different nationalities. 
 
Effective information management is presented as a method for enhancing 
innovation and performance in the literature. Information management term covers the 
concepts of reaching new information, storing the present information in firm, re- 
arranging the information and distributing them. Liao and Chuang (2006) mentioned the 
effect of information management on innovation speed as well as the positive effects of 
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innovation policies on the performance of the firms. Especially, distribution of 
information and information answering are mentioned to be the elements that have the 
greatest influence on factors that provide competitive advantages, like innovation (Hall, 
2006). 
 
Innovation capabilities of firms were classified according to their management 
strategies by Soutaris (2002).  The innovative studies were mentioned to be faster in 
firms working with specialized suppliers compared to the supplier dominant firms. In the 
same study, competitive environment, information reaching, technological strategy, risk 
assessment and internal coordination are shown as factors directly related with the 
innovative capabilities for supplier dominant firms. On the other hand, innovative 
capability is much more related with the high grow and export rates for the firms working 
with specialized suppliers. Love et al remarked the positive effects of getting involved in 
global markets, technological approaches, R&D collaborations and presence of R&D 
department on the innovation capacity of the firms (Love et al, 1996). Sáez et al (2002) 
mentioned innovation as an occasionally occurring result of collaborations between 
complementary sources like rivals, suppliers, customers, research centers and 
universities. According to Tehter, many firms develop new processes, products and 
services without collaborating other organizations in the aim of innovation. However, the 
firms innovating for the market, not only for themselves show tendency for 
collaborations and partnerships (Tehter, 2002). 
 
 
2.1.4. Sectoral Conditions and Relations 
 
Structures and strategies of the successful firms must be in an adequate relation 
with the sectoral conditions and the market they are involved in. Firms must observe the 
atmosphere around them in order to develop a stable innovation culture. Barringer and 
Bludorn (1999) have stated that the firms become more innovative and practical under the 
pressure of high competition. The effects of market conditions on firm success and their 
effect on innovative performance of the firms were investigated by Terwiesch et al 
(1996). They mentioned that the innovative performance was more important in 
16 
 
technologically stable and mature industries. Geroski (1995) also mentioned that the firms 
in competitive markets are more innovative. 
 
Periodical consultations with the customers, use of market surveys and 
observation of rival products and processes are directly related with the innovation of the 
firms. Especially the relations with the suppliers who are closer to technical information 
are beneficial. Soutaris (2001) suggests enhancement of international relations by 
collaborations with buying license and joint-ventures/partnerships to the firms. Kappel 
and Rubenstein (1999) mentioned that the partnerships can reduce the risks of innovation 
in ambiguous markets as well as they provide a more stable position in the market. 
 
Public arrangements and incentives are also mentioned as factors affecting 
innovation. Public arrangements and incentives are important in encouraging firms for 
innovative activities. Jaumotte and Pain (2005) indicated the positive relation between the 














2.2. A GEERAL REVIEW OF DECISIO SUPPORT SYSTEMS AD DSS 
FOR IOVATIO 
 
Decision support system can be defined as a model or knowledge based system 
developed for supporting and enhancing decision making process. Its aim is to help user 
to give more accurate decisions. DSS can be made in several forms such as using Excel 
and VBA codes, Java applications or other programming languages. According to the 
Hanna et al (2003), most important advantages of a DSS can be given as follows: 
• Combining human judgment and computerized information for semi-
structured decision situations. 
• Designed to be used easily. GUI stage becomes important in order to be as 
user-friendly as possible.  
• Using models to analyze decision making situations and may include 
background information pertinent to the situation analyzed. 
• Aiming to improve the decision-making efficiency instead of its own 
effectiveness. 
• Providing support for various managerial levels. A DSS can be PC-based 
or web-based. 
 
There are certain components that a DSS should include and these are database, 
model or knowledge base, GUI (Graphical User Interface) and user (Figure 2.1). Database 
is used for storing data, model base as an archive of models for data analysis, knowledge 
base contains the background information about the data, and GUI is the interface 












Figure 2.1: General scheme of a Decision Support System. 
 
Application areas of DSS are very wide that any situation that needs decision-
making process can be an application field. To give examples; logistics, portfolio 
management, health care, hospital management, reliability analysis and scheduling are 
fields that use DSS commonly.  
Innovation, which is a very hot topic for industry, has not been utilized by the 
usage of DSS. There are few examples of innovation DSS in the literature. Innovation 
Tool developed by i10 (2009) provides a 14 questions test and according to the answers, it 
gives an innovation score ranging from 0 to 100. Additionally, it gives general 
suggestions about developing innovation. It is a user-friendly application but it has a 
limited questionnaire. Another similar example is a Leonardo da Vinci Project, 
Innovation Company Model (2007). Its main aim is to develop an innovation management 
tool in wood processing industry. There is a database composed of articles, book chapters 
and useful links and there is a 21 questions survey to fill. After submitting survey, it 
suggests the user book chapters, articles and web links to check. HypeIMT is an idea 
management software for new product development (2009). It collects the new ideas in a 
firm via a portal page and these ideas are rated according to pre- specified criteria. It is a 
useful software for a firm that aims to develop successful ideas.  





When these examples are considered, it can be said that there is a lack of a well-
developed DSS in the field of innovation. For this reason, innovation is a good candidate 
for developing a DSS. Since the knowledge base is one of the most crucial components of 
a DSS, we have proposed a Feature Subset Selection (FSS) algorithm to be used in DSS. 
This algorithm can be applied on several fields but for the reasons that are mentioned 
above, we have chosen to apply it for innovation policies. The details of the proposed 
algorithms are provided in Chapter 3. Before getting into the FSS algorithm, it will be 

































2.3. FEATURE SUBSET SELECTIO 
 
Data analysis module, which will construct the engine of the DSS that is 
developed in the context of the project, will constitute of fuzzy logic based rules. These 
rules will be determined from the collected data by data mining techniques. One of the 
most important steps of data mining is to assure that the features used in the model are 
relevant to enlighten the secret relationships throughout data.  
Figure 2.2: Feature selection procedure. 
 
If there are missing features, then determining the relationships would be 
impossible. On the other hand, if the number of features utilized is too much and include 
irrelevant features, there will be an ambiguous situation caused by unnecessary data and 
relationship determination would be hard if not impossible. Therefore, feature selection 
step is the most crucial step in data mining, regardless of which data mining methodology 




The fuzzy logic based system modeling technique that will be used in this thesis, 
aims to determine the significance of the feature. That is to say, rather than classifying a 
feature dichotomously as relevant or irrelevant, a weight would be assigned to each one of 
the individual features that will represent its relative significance. Initially, suggested 
method will search and find the unnecessary features. Then, by analyzing the feature 
subset that is eliminated from unnecessary features, remaining ones will be given their 
corresponding importance weights. The features that are explained in Section 2.1 are the 
ones chosen after elimination among a large set of determinants. This elimination is done 
in Gunday’s Master of Science thesis (2007). Our aim is to develop a Simulated 
Annealing and Genetic Algorithm based feature subset selection (actually feature 
weighting) method, which is an important module of Fuzzy Inference Engine of DSS. 
Although this method can be applied on various fields, we will apply it to identify the 
relative significance of the determinants for innovation. We will now present a short 
literature review of the feature subset selection methods. 
 
There are several algorithms in the literature proposed for the feature subset 
selection problem. These methods can be classified under three main categories, namely, 
the filter methods, the wrappers methods and the embedded methods. Briefly speaking, 
the filter methods determine the feature subsets based on an a priori criteria such as 
correlation, entropy or information acquisition directly from the sample data instead of 
using learning algorithms. On the other hand, the wrappers methods utilize various 
learning algorithms. The fundamental motivation of the wrapper methods is the fact that 
the feature subset chosen by the filtering step is the best subset selection in terms of the 
objective function of the particular filtering technique. However, recall that the main aim 
of feature subset selection is to obtain the features that will provide the best classification 
accuracy. Hence, although wrappers method is more costly than filter method in terms of 
the computational time, it can yield more efficient results in practice. In Embedded 
method, classification process is computed synchronously with feature subset selection. 





Whichever method is used for feature subset selection, there are some common 
structural elements that should be considered. These are the starting point, searching 
strategy, feature subset evaluation, and the termination criterion. The major issue while 
determining the starting point is to decide the methodology that will be used. That is to 
say, depending on whether the backward elimination or the forward insertion will be used 
the starting point changes. In the backward elimination, all features are selected initially 
and at each iteration specified features (with respect to a criterion) are eliminated. On the 
other hand, the forward insertion is just the opposite of backward elimination and starts 
with an empty subset, and at each iteration specified features are inserted to the subset. 
Note that, apart from starting with an empty subset or full subset, backward elimination or 
forward insertion can also be applied on a subset composed of a random number of 
features chosen as starting point. Searching strategy is a major step in feature subset 
selection. Evaluation of all possible feature subsets can be extremely costly and 
misleading. For example, in a data set of n features, computational time for searching all 
possible 2n feature subsets would be too costly. Computational complexity has triggered 
the need for more efficient searching strategies. The classification of these strategies can 
be done by using three different methods that are filter methods, wrappers methods and 
embedded methods. These methods will be explained in detail in Section 2.3.1, 2.3.2 and 
2.3.3. Another important element is the subset evaluation. After generating a candidate 
feature subsets, a pre-determined subset evaluation method should be applied in order to 
decide which subset to use. Evaluating feature subsets with learning algorithm itself in 
wrappers method or measuring the data classification performance of features with metric 
functions can be given as examples of subset evaluation. Finally, one should also define a 
termination criterion. It should be specified when or according to what criterion the 
applied method should be terminated. There are several options for determining the 
termination criterion. Terminating the algorithm when feature subset size reaches a pre-
specified number or when candidate feature subsets starts to make no difference in terms 
of the classification accuracy are some examples of possible termination criteria.  
 
There are various application areas of feature subset selection. Text categorization 
is one of the most common fields where feature subset selection is used (Yang, 1997; 
Forman, 2003). With the widespread usage of the Internet, written media mediums such 
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as newspapers or magazines are published via the Internet. Besides, expanding usage of e-
mails results in growing written document traffic via the Internet. For this reason, feature 
subset selection has a major importance in terms of easy access to the information stored 
in databases and of proper classification of these documents. Each term mentioned in 
these written documents can be considered as distinct features and with an appropriate 
feature subset selection algorithm, required classification can be achieved. As well as 
classification of written documents, gene expression analysis is another field where 
feature subset selection is used extensively (Guyon et al, 2002). If each gene in DNA 
sequence is considered as a feature, it can be possible to determine which genes have 
significant effect on certain diseases or genetic characteristics. Thus, any disease can be 
cured by finding the problematic gene(s) that causes it.  
 
Let’s now discuss the above mentioned three different feature subset selection 
methodologies in more detail. Note that, due to the wide range of the literature on feature 
subset selection, a comprehensive literature review is not possible. Therefore, we will 




2.3.1. Filter Methods 
 
Recall that feature subset selection is widely used especially for classification 
problems where it is possible to make inference about samples whose several features are 
unknown (dependent variable) based on their known features (independent variable). 
Hence, feature subset selection and learning method used for classification are the two 
fundamental steps of inference problems. The feature subset selection method that 
determines the significant features directly from the data based on a pre-specified function 
that indirectly measures the relation between the feature and the independent variable is 
referred to as the filter methods. Filter methods are independent from the learning 
algorithm that will be used for the inference problem. Its distinctive characteristic is to 
filter the features directly in the feature subset generation stage and not to use the learning 
algorithm inside evaluation function. Learning algorithm is applied as a second step, after 
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feature subsets are generated. There are several widely used filter methods for 
determining feature subsets. Most of these methods are based on statistical metrics. 
Among these metrics; correlation, distance between means, impurity, entropy and mutual 
information acquisition can be listed as examples.  
 
Correlation based metrics are widely used for feature subset generation. It will be 
helpful to investigate the correlation between two features in order to analyze their linear 
relationship. If their correlation is high, it means that these two features (or a feature and 
an output score, i.e., the independent variable) are interdependent on each other. There is 
a crucial point to take into consideration while generating feature subsets using 
correlation method.  
Hall (2000) claims that feature subsets that are composed of features, which have 
minimum correlation among themselves and maximum correlation with the output score, 
give better results. It is possible to develop distinct solution strategies using correlation 
metrics. As mentioned earlier by modifying the searching strategy, the feature subset 
evaluation and the termination criterion; different filter methods can be obtained. For 
example; one possible method is to use forward insertion in order to add a specific 
number of features to subset based on their correlation with output score by using nearest 
neighborhood algorithm. Another method can be choosing the feature having the highest 
correlation with output score and eliminating specific number of features having the 
highest correlation with the chosen feature. Next, among the remaining features, those 
that have the highest correlation values with output score is selected by forward insertion.  
 
Beside correlation metric, feature subset selection by using entropy metric is 
another common filter method. Entropy metric measures the statistical distributional 
randomness of features. Entropy of each feature is calculated based on the function that is 















First step to use entropy metric is to apply clustering analysis for each feature and 
prototype scores are computed. Next; probabilities of class belongings of each cluster are 
calculated. Then; by determining the features according to low entropy scores, feature 
subset is formed by deciding which feature to include. To have clear understanding and 
detailed presentation of this method’s usage in genetic field, Liu et al (2002) article can be 
a good reference.  
 
Another common filter method is to use mutual information metric (Guyon et al, 
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In this method, mutual information between a feature and a class is defined as the 
relevance and mutual information between two features is defined as the redundancy. The 
main aim is to find the feature subsets that have minimum redundancy and maximum 
relevance. Minimum redundancy-maximum relevance strategy of mutual information 
method utilizes similar steps to the strategy used in correlation method as discussed 
earlier. RELIEF is an example of filter method using mutual information. 
 
RELIEF, which is the most quoted algorithm by researchers and in this sense it can be 
regarded as a groundwork filter algorithm, is a feature subset selection method that filters 
by using the means of the differences between the distance of sample’s closest point in its 
own class and the distance of sample’s closest point in other classes except from its own 
class. Kenji and Rendell (1992) have introduced this method into the literature and it has 
drawn attention of other researchers that there have been many publications in the 
literature with moderate modifications and different techniques. The basic reason for 
mutual information method being more popular than other filter methods is that it aims to 
optimize a direct indicator of classification instead of optimizing some statistical metrics 
which can be indirect indicators of accurate classification. According to this method; for 
each feature, m samples are selected randomly. The objective of selecting only m random 
samples is to increase the speed of the algorithm. For each m samples, scores will be 
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computed for each feature of each sample. Calculation of scores is done in this manner: 
For each sample, closest sample which is from a different class is found and their distance 
is calculated. Then, closest sample which is from the same class is found for the sample 
chosen at the first step. Their distance is calculated again and difference between the 
second distance and first distance is computed. This procedure is repeated for each m 
samples and the mean of the distance differences is computed. By this method, a mean is 
calculated for each feature. The features that have the highest means are chosen as the 
features that will be used for best feature subset selection. The point that should be 
observed is the meaning of the two distances computed for each sample. If a feature is a 
good classifier, m random samples selected for that feature are distant to the samples that 
are from different classes in terms of that feature and are close to the samples that are 
from the same class. Therefore, larger the means of the differences of the two distances 
(in other words, maximum first distance and minimum second distance is preferred), 
better classifier that feature is.  
 
RELIEF algorithm has considered as milestone and has been improved by several 
researchers. Among these improvements, Kononenko (1994) has introduced RELIEF-F. 
The main difference between RELIEF and RELIEF-F is, instead of computing distances 
of the sample from the same and different classes based on one sample which is the 
closest, to compute k-neighbor distances from the same and different classes for a sample 
and computing the means of k differences of distances. 
 
2.3.2. Wrappers Methods 
 
Wrappers methods have been introduced as an alternative for filter methods. In filter 
methods, feature subset selection is done by using several statistical metrics independent 
of the technique used in classification. However, wrappers methods base feature subset 
selection on directly classification score. 
Wrappers methods are more costly than the filter methods because feature subsets are 
evaluated by the learning algorithm itself. The loss of time due to the complexity is 
usually covered by more efficient feature selection. In wrappers method, learning 
algorithm is repeated for each candidate feature subset and model evaluation is 
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performed. On the other hand, in filter methods, learning algorithm is conducted only 
once after the feature selection stage. Hence, the wrappers method can be highly costly 
and time consuming for data sets that includes too many features or samples. Since the 
model is evaluated from scratch for each candidate feature subset, there can be extreme 
loss of time or computational support can be insufficient. For example, in the literature 
the classification of written documents is performed mostly based on the filter methods, 
which are more simple and practical than wrappers methods, because there are too many 
samples and features together in the text recognition problem (Mladeni’c, 2006). 
 
Wrappers methods should answer three basic questions, namely, the strategy that will 
be used for searching the feature space, the performance metric that will guide the 
searching strategy and the classification method that will be used. In the literature, 
different suggestions have been proposed for each one of these questions and distinct 
combinations of these propositions have resulted in various methods. A detailed 
comparative analysis of these methods has been done by Kohavi and John (1997).  
 
In wrappers methods, candidate feature subsets are tried to be constructed by applying 
different techniques during the procedure of searching feature space. Step-by-step 
backwards elimination, step-by-step forward insertion or genetic algorithms can be given 
as examples of these different techniques. In step-by-step backwards elimination method, 
it is possible to start with a full feature subset or with a specific sized feature subset. 
According to this method, until a pre-determined number of features are obtained, 
candidate feature subsets are generated by eliminating one feature at each step. Each 
candidate feature subset is given a score by applying the learning algorithm and when the 
termination criterion is reached, feature subset selection is completed. Step-by-step 
forward insertion is very similar to step-by-step backwards elimination. As a starting 
point, an empty feature subset or a specific sized feature subset is used and features are 
added iteratively until the termination criterion is satisfied.  
 
There are considerably many Genetic Algorithm applications as wrappers methods. 
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is used as a meta-heuristic optimization tool in various fields. Its 
basic principle is based on the natural selection method that is observed in biological 
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systems. Briefly speaking, in GA’s, a pool of genes that are composed of chromosomes 
where each chromosome represents a candidate solution is generated and  new 
generations are created by using methods that imitate biological concepts such as 
mutation, crossover or regeneration. It is assumed that the new gene pools will be 
generated including better solutions where weak and unfavorable solutions will be 
eliminated at each generation in the same manner of biological systems. In the context of 
feature selection, for the appropriate usage of chromosome structure, each feature is 
placed in the chromosome, so each chromosome will represent a candidate solution. In 
the subsequent generations, different chromosomes are generated as many as the 
parameter that represents the size of the gene pool. In the first generation, each different 
chromosome in the initial population consists of 0s and 1s which are assigned randomly 
or according to a pre-determined criterion (There are several different techniques are 
available). Note that, a 0 in the chromosome sequence indicates that the corresponding 
feature is not a member of that feature subset, and a 1 represents that the corresponding 
feature is included in that feature subset. After the reproduction, the reproduction, the 
mutation and the crossover steps, the initial population is updated and a new generation is 
obtained. Throughout all these steps, the classification score of the solution that is coded 
by the corresponding chromosome structure is used as the fitness score, which affects the 
chance of heritance for that solution to next generation. Higher the classification score a 
solution has, higher the probability that it will be transferred to the next generation (either 
as a whole, in the case of reproduction, or partially after the crossover). Consequently the 
feature subset that gives the best score can be obtained. Vafaie and De Jong (1992), Yang 
and Honavar (1998), Handels and Ross (1999) and Liu et al (2005) are among the 
examples of genetic algorithm based feature subset selection methods in the literature. 
Note that we will later discuss GA’s in more detail in Chapter 3 where we will present the 
proposed algorithms for the feature subset selection problems. 
 
2.3.3. Embedded Methods 
 
Embedded methods are third type of the feature subset selection methods apart from 
filter methods and wrappers methods, although they are not used as common as the other 
two methods. In embedded methods, classification and feature subset selection is 
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performed simultaneously. By not splitting the training data into a training and validation 
set, faster solutions are achieved. Embedded methods incorporate feature selection as a 
part of training process. Decision trees can be given as examples of embedded methods.  
 
The main advantage of the embedded methods is to use data in a more efficient way. 
In wrappers method, learning algorithm has to be repeated for each candidate feature 
subset. However, in the embedded methods, it is not needed to separate data into 
verification and training sets since evaluation is performed simultaneously with feature 
subset selection. Thus, it is not required to construct new training data from scratch for 
each candidate feature subset. There is another important difference of embedded 
methods from wrappers methods, that it is not possible to use independent methods for 
classification and feature subset selection since they are performed simultaneously. In 
other words; contrary to wrappers methods, in embedded methods, it is not applicable to 
replace a classification method with another classification method.  
 
That is to say, embedded methods are combination of filters and wrappers methods. 
Since classification and feature subset selection is implemented simultaneously, they give 
efficient results in terms of time complexity. CART method, which is developed by 




C H A P T E R  3  
3. ALGORITHMS 
 
3.1. THE FRAMEWORK OF THE DSS AD THE PROPOSED 
ALGORITHMS 
 
The Decision Support System will enhance the upper managers’ ability to establish 
sound policies to improve the innovativeness of the firms. It will identify the shortcoming 
factors in the firm based on the web based questionnaire that they will reply and generate 
a report regarding to these shortcoming factors and make suggestions. In order to identify 
the shortcoming factors, first thing that is required is to identify the relevant factors, i.e. 
the determinants of innovation and their relative significance with respect to each other. 
We will utilize two algorithms that are proposed in this thesis for this purpose. After the 
significance of the innovation determinants (i.e., the features) are identified, by 
benchmarking the firm (based on the questionnaire that they fill and the data that was 
collected earlier) (Gunday, 2007), it will be possible to suggest policies to improve the 
innovation capability of the company. 
 
Therefore, the determination of the significance of the features constitutes the 
essence of the rule base that will be used to develop. As a result of a detailed literature 
review, innovation determinants (features) that are directly related with the innovativeness 
at the firm level were presented earlier. Note that, there is no research in the literature that 
we are aware of regarding to the significance degrees of these features relative to each 
other with respect to their influence on the innovativeness at the firm level innovation.  
  
An improved Fuzzy Logic Based System Modeling (FLBSM) algorithm based 
method is used within the project. The most distinctive character of the proposed method 
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from the other techniques mentioned in the literature is that it seeks answer for how 
important the features are, instead of classifying the features by using a binary logic 
whether they are important or not. 
 
3.2. FLOW CHART OF THE DECISIO SUPPORT SYSTEM 
 
The proposed Decision Support System consists of two phases. First phase is named 
as Model Determination and the second is named Fuzzy Inference phase. Model 
Determination phase includes the construction of the rule base from the data retrieved 
from the database, while Fuzzy Inference phase comprises prediction of firm’s innovation 
level based on these rules and defining the most appropriate policies for the firms. That is 
to say; in the first phase, instead of the user data (their response to the questionnaire), data 
retrieved from the other firms and stored in the database will be used in order to build the 
rule base and identify the significance of the factors (features). On the other hand; in the 
second phase, innovation policy suggestions for the user will be determined by using the 
user data.  
 
 
FLOWCHART OF THE DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM 
 
1. Model Determination (MD) 
a. Determination of the importance weights of features 
i. Choosing starting points for feature weights (Equal weighted, 
correlation, entropy, mutual information, i.e.) 
ii. FLBSM based feature weighting optimization (Simulated 
Annealing, Genetic Algorithm, i.e.) 
b. Fuzzy clustering of innovation scores and construction of the rule base. 
2. Fuzzy Inference (FI) 
a. Fuzzy innovation inference based upon user data. 






On the other hand; FLBSM algorithm, which is proposed to be used in the step 1.a.ii 
within the determination of importance weights of features, also includes the usage of the 
methods in the Model Determination and Fuzzy Inference phases step by step. So that, the 
rule base that is the most appropriate for the training data (namely, the one that has the 
least inference error) will be obtained. For this reason, details of the algorithm are given 
below in order to prevent repetition.  
 
 
3.3. ARCHITECTURE OF THE DECISIO SUPPORT SYSTEM 
 
The Decision Support System that is developed will be a web-based tool that is used 
by the firms for determining their innovation policies, that will give them opportunity to 
compare themselves with the firms in the same sector and that give innovation policy 
suggestions in order to be more innovative. In this framework, firms will fill out a survey 
that includes innovation determinants and a report will be presented to the firms according 
to the answers given in the survey. In this context, a three-layered architecture is 








In the first layer, the user will fill out the survey from his/her personal computer via 
a web browser (Internet Explorer, Firefox, Netscape, i.e.) and answers of the user will be 
sent to the second layer, which is the server. The server will constitute the rule base using 
the data retrieved from the database (third layer) and the reports will be prepared by using 
the rule base. The proposed algorithms in this thesis will constitute the engine, which are 
coded in Visual Basic (.vb). The reports that will be prepared after the constitution of the 
rule base will be completely based on the historical data with the help of fuzzy logic 
based system modeling algorithm. ASP .Net, where .aspx codes are used, will provide the 












• Web Forms (.aspx) 










3.4. THE FRAMEWORK OF THE FUZZY SYSTEM MODELIG 
ALGORITHM 
 
Flowchart of the fuzzy system modeling methodology that will be utilized as the 
engine of the decision support system is depicted below in figure 3.2. System modeling 
and inference modules that are on the left side of the flowchart will be used for 
determining feature weights of the DSS. These feature weights will be optimized 
according to a performance metric based on inference errors. 
 
Figure 3.2: Flowchart of the Fuzzy Logic Based System Modeling Module 
 
Note that as depicted in Figure 3.2 we adopted a filtering stage before the 
determination of the significance degrees of the features. Since the proposed algorithms 
Preparation of training data 
Clustering Process 
Fuzzy Logic Based 
Clustering Process 
Construction of 








Test Data Inference 
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are metaheuristics based (particularly the simulated annealing) it is beneficial to begin 
with a reasonable starting point for the relative significance degreed of each one of the 
features. At this stage, approaches such as correlation based, entropy, mutual information 
and equal importance weighting are used. 
 
 
3.5. DETERMIATIO OF THE SIGIFICACE DEGREES OF THE 
FEATURES (SIMULATED AEALIG) 
 
 
Simulated Annealing is an algorithm that aims to achieve at least a local optimum 
by step-by-step improvements starting from a starting point that is determined at the 
filtering stage. Within this process, it tries to avoid local optimum traps as much as 
possible. The algorithm, which is developed by Kirkpatrick (1983), is named as 
Simulated Annealing because it imitates the annealing process in real life. At each step, 
all the possible solutions in the neighborhood of the temporary solution are analyzed. For 
the next step; not only the solutions that improves the temporary solution are given 
chance to be chosen, but also the solutions that worsen the temporary solution are chosen 
with a pre-determined probability. This technique is thought to avoid falling into the local 
optimum trap. This pre-determined probability depends on the temperature as it is also 
valid for the annealing process in real life. Since the temperature is cooled down 
gradually, meaning that probability is decreased, it provides the diversification strategy at 
the beginning and intensification strategy throughout the time.  
Before getting into the details of the algorithm that is developed for determining the 
importance weights of the features, the terminology used is presented below.  
 
n: The number of the innovation determinants used in the Model (number of 
features) 







Xi,j: The score of the j
th
 firm in terms of i
th
 firm 
Xj = [Xi,j] : Vector including the feature values of j
th firm 
Yj: Innovation score of the j
th
 firm 
Xi,t: The score of the test firm in terms of i
th
 feature 
Xt = [Xi,t] : Vector including the feature values of the test firm 
Yt
*
: Inferred innovation score of the test firm 
Yt
g
: Real innovation score of the test firm 
wi: Importance weight of the i
th
 feature 
c: Number of clusters used for constructing the rule base 
o=1,2,…,c (index) 
Ao : Fuzzy clusters resulting from fuzzy clustering of Yj’s  
µAo(Yj) : Membership degree of j
th firm’s innovation score to the Ao fuzzy cluster   
k: Parameter for determining the number of nearest neighbors used in k-nn 
classification algorithm  
 
 
FEATURE WEIGHTING ALGORITHM (SA) 
1. Assign the starting values of importance weights of features ( Ex: for equal 
weighted starting values: w = [wi=1/n] ) 
2. Pick up a big number M for the initial value of the temporary minimum average 
error 
TMAE = M  
3. Assign the parameters ε (stepwise increase of importance weight), εT 
(Temperature decrease parameter of Simulated Annealing), T (Initial 
temperature of Simulated Annealing), T* (Final Temperature of Simulated 
Annealing) 
4. Temporary importance weight vector wG = w 
5. Repeat the following steps until ending criteria  (T<T*) is not satisfied 
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5.1. Repeat the following steps from i=1 to n 
5.1.1 Increase the importance weight of i
th
 firm stepwise by ε,  
(wi:= wi + ε ) 
5.1.2 Update the importance weights of other features as the sum of the 
weights is equal to 1  
(∀ k≠i (k=1,..n) wk = wk -ε /(n-1)) 
5.1.3 wG = [w1 = w1 -ε /(n-1), …, wi:= wi + ε,…, wn = wn -ε /(n-1)] 
5.1.4 Equalize Temporary Total Error to zero. TTE = 0 
5.1.5 Repeat the following steps from l=1 to m 
5.1.5.1 one-leave-out (using m-1 data by leaving lth firm data vector 
out), Construct the sub-training data 
5.1.5.2 Estimate the lth firm’s innovation score by using Fuzzy 
Inference method and calculate its difference (error) between 
the real score.  
5.1.5.3 TTE = TTE + error
2
   
5.1.6 Average Error (AEi ) = TTE/m 
5.2. Done : = False 
5.3. Loop until Done = True 
5.3.1 Pick a random number, r,  from set of integer numbers {1,…,n}  
5.3.2 If AEr < TMAE 
5.3.2.1 TMAE = AEr 
5.3.2.2 wr:= wr + ε 
5.3.2.3 ∀ k≠r (k=1,..n) wk = wk -ε /(n-1) 





 = [w1 = w1 -ε /(n-1), …, wr:= wr + ε,…, wn = wn -ε /(n-1)] 
5.3.2.6 Done : = True 
5.3.3 If  AEr ≥ TMAE 
5.3.3.1 
 ∆= AEr - TMAE 
5.3.3.2 Pick a random number, ρ, from the interval of [0,1] 
5.3.3.3 If ρ> e∆/T  
5.3.3.3.1 wr:= wr + ε 
5.3.3.3.2 ∀ k≠r (k=1,..n) wk = wk -ε /(n-1) 
5.3.3.3.3 T:=T*εT 
5.3.3.3.4 Done: = True 
6. Take w* as the feature importance weight giving the minimum average error to 
use in the Model Determination phase. 
Fuzzy Inference algorithm used in the step 5.1.5.2 of the above algorithm is 




FUZZY INFERENCE ALGORITHM 
  
1. Fuzzy clustering of innovation scores of firms (FCM, Bezdek, 1973; Bezdek, 
1981)) and determination of membership degrees of training data belonging to 
fuzzy clusters 
 
∀ o=1,…,c ;  µAo(Yj) 
 





∀ j, µAo(Xj) =µAo(Yj) 
 
3. Determination of firms that have the closest k-neighbor feature vector to the test 
firm’s feature vector among the (sub) training data by using the temporary 
feature weights  
3.1. Repeat the following steps from j=1 to (m-1) 
3.1.1 Temporary Distance(TD) = 0 
3.2.1 Repeat the following steps from i=1 to n 
           TD = TD + wT[i] * (Xi,j –Xi,t)
2 
 
3.3.1 Calculate the distance between the test firm’s feature vector 
and jth firm’s feature vector (Note: Weighted Euclidian metric is 
used for distance calculation in step 3.2.1. Feature importance 
weights that are obtained are used for calculation.)  
          Mj = TD 
 
3.2. Obtain the neighborhood set which is composed of k firms with the 
minimum distance; {K}  
 
4. Infer the test firm’s innovation score by using the innovation scores of the firms 
in set {K} 
 
 
3.6. DETERMIATIO OF THE SIGIFICACE OF THE FEATURE 
WEIGHTS (GEETIC ALGORITHM) 
     
 Genetic Algorithms (GA) is another global optimization tool, proposed by Holland 
(1975), used in many applications successively. Fundamental inspiration source of GA is 
the biological evolution process. Although there are several GA application methods in 
the literature that differentiate in many different details, basically there is a common 




First of all, this approach requires constructing an initial gene pool composed of 
chromosomes, where each chromosome is a solution or represents a solution. The 
fundamental issue is to decide on the chromosome structure in accordance with the 
problem structure. It is anticipated that the chromosome structure that will be used within 
the project will be a vector consisting of feature importance weights, where the 
summation of weights is equal to 1.  
 
After the construction of initial gene pool, the process of stepwise creation of new 
generations starts. At each step, next generation is obtained by using current gene pool. 
The methods for creating next generation are crossover and mutation operators, which are 
essential part of natural biological life. After crossover and mutation operations; with 
different GA methods, it is ensured that more competitive and strong chromosomes in the 
gene pool that constructs the next generation are preserved for the next generations and 
weaker and less competitive ones are eliminated. At this point, the fundamental decision 
is how to determine which chromosome is stronger and which one is weaker. This is done 
by using a fitness function, where each chromosome has a score according to the fitness 
function. In the project, the average prediction error that reflects the difference between 
the real scores of the training data and inferred scores that are obtained by using the Fuzzy 
Inference algorithm will be used as score of each chromosome.  
 
Process of creating new generations continues until a pre-determined ending criteria 
is satisfied and after all these steps, most appropriate chromosome, which has the least 
average prediction error, will be chosen as the final solution. As well as defining a 
suitable chromosome structure that is appropriate for the problem and the fitness function 
score that determines whether a chromosome is strong or not; crossover, replication, 











FEATURE WEIGHTING ALGORITHM (GA) 
 
1. Initialize the first population.  
1.1 Create a weight array as the population size (wi). 
1.2 Assign random numbers for the weight array elements. 
1.3 Normalize the array values as the summation of the values will be equal 
to 1 ( ∑wi = 1). 
2. Pick up a big number M for the initial value of the temporary minimum average 
error. 
TMAE = M  
3. Calculate the fitness score of each individual of the population. 
3.1 Fitness_Array( i ) for all i.  
3.2 Assign the average of fitness scores as the fitness level; Fitness_Level.  
4. Repeat the followings until the best solution found or number of generations 
reaches the pre-determined level. 
Best_Solution_Found = True or @umberOfGenerations = 50 
 
4.1 Best_Solution_Until = maximum value of Fitness_Array(). 
4.2 NumberOfGenerations = NumberOfGenerations + 1 
4.3 Apply the selection procedure. 
4.3.1 Choose the parents according to the chosen selection method.  
4.3.2 Pick up a random number between 0 and 1; r1. 
4.3.3 If r1 > Crossover_Rate, then apply crossover method on the 
chosen parents. Otherwise, do nothing. 
4.3.4 Pick up a random number between 0 and 1; r2. 
4.3.5 If r2 > Mutation_Rate, then apply mutation method on the 
chosen parents. Otherwise, do nothing. 
4.4 Calculate the fitness scores of each candidate individual. 
4.4.1 If the fitness scores of candidates < Fitness_Level, then 
eliminate those candidates. 
4.4.2 Otherwise, insert those candidates to the new generation. 
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4.5 Check if the best solution is found. 
4.5.1 If MaxValOfArray( Fitness_Array) > Best_Solution_Until 
then Best_Solution_Found = True. So, terminate the algorithm. 
4.5.2 If not, go back to step 4.  
 
3.7. SELECTIO METHODS OF GEETIC ALGORITHM 
 
Roulette Wheel Method 
In roulette wheel method, parents that will be used for reproducing new children 
are selected according to their fitness scores. Fitter the individual is, more chance that 
individual has to be chosen. Fitness score of an individual determines its portion in the 
roulette wheel. This is provided by assigning portions for each individual by dividing its 
fitness score to the summation of fitness score of whole population. Afterwards, the 
fitness array is sorted in descending order. These portions are considered as the 
probability of being chosen so that a cumulative probability is calculated. Then, a random 
number is picked up and it is investigated which portion is targeted for the candidate.  
  
 
Crossover and Mutation 
Crossover and mutation are crucial operators that affect the performance of the 
Genetic Algorithm. As crossover aims to transfer the properties of fitter individuals to 
the next generations, mutation provides randomness to the algorithm not getting trapped 
in local optimums. There are several methods used for crossover and mutation 
operations. For example, uniform crossover, single point crossover, two point crossover 
or multiple point crossover methods can be given as different methods of crossover 
(Genetic Server/Library). Mutation is generally applied by altering a single point in the 
chromosome. There are different methods for altering such as randomness, uniform, 
Gaussian, boundary or flip, which is used in binary expressions that all 0s become 1 and 
vice versa. In this thesis, single point crossover and random single point mutation is 
used, where there are pre-determined probabilities for applying crossover and mutation 




C H A P T E R  4  
4. BECHMARK DATA 
 
In this chapter we will evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm with two 
benchmark data that is publicly available in University of California at Irvine Machine 
Learning Repository (Blake, 1998). There are two issues that we should evaluate. First of 
all we have to assess if the proposed feature weighting algorithms are capable of 
identifying the relevant and irrelevant features. Second issue is the predictive performance 
of the proposed algorithms and the fuzzy inference methodology. We will utilize the Iris 
Data and the Concrete Compressive Strength Data for these purposes. In order to 
determine the performance of the feature weighting algorithms we modified the existing 
data sets by adding dummy features that are generated randomly. 
 
4.1. IRIS DATA 
 
IRIS data is among the most commonly utilized benchmark data sets in pattern 
recognition and machine learning literature considering the number of papers that cite it 
(UCI Machine Learning Repository: Iris data set). The data includes a total of 150 
instances (i.e., number of data points)  with 50 instances from each one of the three iris 
classes, namely, Iris Setosa, Iris Versicolor and Iris Virginica. There are 4 attributes that 
determine the class of Iris plant which are the sepal length, the sepal width, the petal 
length and the petal width, where all of them are provided in centimeters. Statistical 






Table 4.1: Statistics of IRIS data. 
Attribute Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Dev. Class Correlation 
Sepal Length: 4.30 7.90 5.84 0.83 0.78 
Sepal Width: 2.00 4.40 3.05 0.43 -0.42 
Petal Length: 1.00 6.90 3.76 1.76 0.95 
Petal Width: 0.10 2.50 1.20 0.76 0.96 
 
Recall that the data set is utilized in order to evaluate the proposed algorithms in 
terms of two concerns; identification power of relevant features and predictive 
performance. Hence, we created four additional dummy attributes (i.e., features). Each 
dummy variable is generated so that it corresponds to one of the actual features. That is to 
say, each one of the dummy variables has values chosen randomly between upper and 
lower limits of the original attributes. Note that the fuzzy inference algorithm presented in 
Chapter 3 is designed to make real valued inferences based on a k-nn algorithm. 
Therefore it had to be modified slightly in order to handle a classification problem such as 
the Iris data. Since the output classes in the iris data are nominal (i.e. no preferential 
ordering exists) only appropriate approach was making inferences based on the counts of 
the classes and the inference algorithm is modified accordingly.    
We tested the performance of both the algorithm based on the simulated annealing 
and the algorithm based on the genetic algorithms. Next we will present the results of the 
analysis. 
 
4.1.1. Simulated Annealing Results 
 
In the analysis, the first point of interest was to check if the dummy features are 
identified properly, that is to say assigned lower feature weights. We have tested the 
algorithm under for different values of epsilon, i.e., weight increment value, number of 
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neighbors, k, and temperature decrease factor, random direction. The resulting feature 
weights (i.e., the significance degrees of the features) that are assigned is tabulated in 
Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2: Feature weights for Iris data computed by Simulated Annealing. 
 
 
Weights real sepalLeng real sepal width real petal leng real petal width dummy1 dummy2 dummy3 dummy4
randomdirection=0.85 knn=2 epsilon=0.01 0.24 0.13 0.28 0.28 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.01
randomdirection=0.85 knn=2 epsilon=0.02 0.22 0.14 0.32 0.27 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02
randomdirection=0.85 knn=2 epsilon=0.03 0.08 0.18 0.37 0.11 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.05
randomdirection=0.85 knn=2 epsilon=0.04 0.21 0.11 0.26 0.31 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03
randomdirection=0.85 knn=2 epsilon=0.05 0.24 0.13 0.29 0.30 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
randomdirection=0.85 knn=4 epsilon=0.01 0.22 0.16 0.27 0.27 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.02
randomdirection=0.85 knn=4 epsilon=0.02 0.15 0.22 0.32 0.23 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03
randomdirection=0.85 knn=4 epsilon=0.03 0.03 0.11 0.19 0.35 0.07 0.11 0.10 0.03
randomdirection=0.85 knn=4 epsilon=0.04 0.24 0.13 0.29 0.30 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02
randomdirection=0.85 knn=4 epsilon=0.05 0.23 0.12 0.28 0.29 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.02
randomdirection=0.85 knn=6 epsilon=0.01 0.18 0.11 0.26 0.33 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.06
randomdirection=0.85 knn=6 epsilon=0.02 0.05 0.10 0.17 0.54 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.06
randomdirection=0.85 knn=6 epsilon=0.03 0.24 0.13 0.29 0.29 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02
randomdirection=0.85 knn=6 epsilon=0.04 0.23 0.17 0.27 0.28 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02
randomdirection=0.85 knn=6 epsilon=0.05 0.22 0.12 0.27 0.31 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03
randomdirection=0.85 knn=8 epsilon=0.01 0.19 0.18 0.28 0.24 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03
randomdirection=0.85 knn=8 epsilon=0.02 0.20 0.11 0.25 0.31 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.04
randomdirection=0.90 knn=2 epsilon=0.01 0.25 0.13 0.29 0.29 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.01
randomdirection=0.90 knn=2 epsilon=0.02 0.18 0.10 0.29 0.34 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.02
randomdirection=0.90 knn=2 epsilon=0.03 0.20 0.10 0.25 0.32 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.03
randomdirection=0.90 knn=2 epsilon=0.04 0.21 0.16 0.26 0.27 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03
randomdirection=0.90 knn=2 epsilon=0.05 0.22 0.14 0.28 0.31 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.03
randomdirection=0.90 knn=4 epsilon=0.01 0.20 0.10 0.36 0.24 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.04
randomdirection=0.90 knn=4 epsilon=0.02 0.20 0.10 0.32 0.26 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.05
randomdirection=0.90 knn=4 epsilon=0.03 0.05 0.01 0.34 0.25 0.07 0.18 0.06 0.03
randomdirection=0.90 knn=4 epsilon=0.04 0.22 0.12 0.29 0.32 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01
randomdirection=0.90 knn=4 epsilon=0.05 0.25 0.12 0.28 0.31 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
randomdirection=0.90 knn=6 epsilon=0.01 0.21 0.14 0.29 0.26 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.03
randomdirection=0.90 knn=6 epsilon=0.02 0.21 0.15 0.26 0.26 0.01 0.02 0.07 0.03
randomdirection=0.90 knn=6 epsilon=0.03 0.22 0.12 0.29 0.33 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
randomdirection=0.90 knn=6 epsilon=0.04 0.22 0.09 0.34 0.27 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.02
randomdirection=0.90 knn=6 epsilon=0.05 0.10 0.06 0.33 0.30 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.07
randomdirection=0.90 knn=8 epsilon=0.01 0.17 0.12 0.22 0.27 0.01 0.06 0.06 0.09
randomdirection=0.90 knn=8 epsilon=0.02 0.19 0.09 0.24 0.30 0.01 0.07 0.08 0.03
randomdirection=0.95 knn=2 epsilon=0.01 0.23 0.12 0.30 0.30 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02
randomdirection=0.95 knn=2 epsilon=0.02 0.22 0.11 0.29 0.29 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.02
randomdirection=0.95 knn=2 epsilon=0.03 0.16 0.13 0.20 0.27 0.01 0.10 0.09 0.03
randomdirection=0.95 knn=2 epsilon=0.04 0.27 0.09 0.23 0.28 0.01 0.06 0.02 0.03
randomdirection=0.95 knn=2 epsilon=0.05 0.23 0.13 0.28 0.32 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01
randomdirection=0.95 knn=4 epsilon=0.01 0.04 0.20 0.20 0.30 0.07 0.09 0.08 0.02
randomdirection=0.95 knn=4 epsilon=0.02 0.05 0.23 0.22 0.28 0.11 0.02 0.07 0.03
randomdirection=0.95 knn=4 epsilon=0.03 0.16 0.07 0.21 0.30 0.14 0.03 0.06 0.03
randomdirection=0.95 knn=4 epsilon=0.04 0.24 0.14 0.31 0.29 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
randomdirection=0.95 knn=4 epsilon=0.05 0.23 0.14 0.27 0.25 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.02
randomdirection=0.95 knn=6 epsilon=0.01 0.15 0.17 0.32 0.27 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03
randomdirection=0.95 knn=6 epsilon=0.02 0.15 0.02 0.32 0.40 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03
randomdirection=0.95 knn=6 epsilon=0.03 0.23 0.13 0.29 0.31 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
randomdirection=0.95 knn=6 epsilon=0.04 0.24 0.14 0.29 0.29 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02
randomdirection=0.95 knn=6 epsilon=0.05 0.15 0.19 0.29 0.29 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03
randomdirection=0.95 knn=8 epsilon=0.01 0.21 0.20 0.26 0.21 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.05
randomdirection=0.95 knn=8 epsilon=0.02 0.18 0.14 0.33 0.23 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.04
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Results indicate that dummy features are given insignificant weights and original 
features are assigned higher weights indicating that the proposed algorithm is capable of 
identifying the irrelevant features.  
We also evaluated the prediction accuracy of the proposed simulated annealing 
based algorithm. The class of 150 instances of the Iris plant is inferred by using the 
modified fuzzy inference algorithm based on the calculated feature weights. The average 
of classification accuracy was 96.67%. A comparison with some classification algorithms 
from literature is given in Table 4.3.  
 Table 4.3: Comparison of Proposed SA algorithm’s performance with respect to 
existing results. 
          
4.1.2. Genetic Algorithm Results 
 
We conducted similar analysis for the proposed GA based algorithm. We first 
introduced the dummy variables and determined the significance degrees of the features. 
We have conducted the tests for crossover rate = 0.95 and 0.99, number of neighbors, k=4 
and 8, mutation rate= 0.07 and 0.06. Population size is taken constant as 50. The table 
below illustrates the feature weights assigned by GA on Iris data. 









Simple-fuzzy-grid Multi-rule-table Pruning GA-based
Classification Rate (%)
96.67 96.25 96.00 96.67 94.67 93.33 94.67
Feature Weights real sepalLeng real sepal width real petal leng real petal width dummy1 dummy2 dummy3 dummy4
CrossoverRate=0.95 knn=2 MutationRate=0,06 0.06 0.07 0.12 0.21 0.13 0.17 0.16 0.09
CrossoverRate=0.95 knn=2 MutationRate=0,08 0.02 0.17 0.23 0.24 0.02 0.11 0.19 0.02
CrossoverRate=0.95 knn=8 MutationRate=0,06 0.23 0.21 0.16 0.23 0.02 0.07 0.00 0.07
CrossoverRate=0.95 knn=8 MutationRate=0,08 0.23 0.21 0.16 0.23 0.02 0.07 0.00 0.07
CrossoverRate=0.99 knn=2 MutationRate=0,06 0.17 0.29 0.15 0.09 0.04 0.02 0.19 0.04
CrossoverRate=0.99 knn=2 MutationRate=0,08 0.16 0.21 0.10 0.16 0.04 0.12 0.22 0.01
CrossoverRate=0.99 knn=8 MutationRate=0,06 0.23 0.18 0.16 0.25 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.06
CrossoverRate=0.99 knn=8 MutationRate=0,08 0.05 0.29 0.30 0.08 0.08 0.06 0.14 0.01
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Other issue that is to be checked is the prediction accuracy of the algorithm. We 
have checked for the corresponding values of crossover, k-nn and mutation rate. It can be 
said that there is an increase in the prediction accuracy compared to SA results. The 
results can be seen in Table 4.5. 














Number of Instances 
Predicted Correctly
Accuracy (%)
CrossoverRate=0.95 knn=2 MutationRate=0,06 144 0.96
CrossoverRate=0.95 knn=2 MutationRate=0,08 145 0.97
CrossoverRate=0.95 knn=8 MutationRate=0,06 145 0.97
CrossoverRate=0.95 knn=8 MutationRate=0,08 144 0.96
CrossoverRate=0.99 knn=2 MutationRate=0,06 143 0.95
CrossoverRate=0.99 knn=2 MutationRate=0,08 145 0.97
CrossoverRate=0.99 knn=8 MutationRate=0,06 145 0.97




4.2. COCRETE COMPRESSIVE STREGTH DATA 
 
The second benchmark data used was the concrete compressive strength data from 
the UCI Machine Learning Repository since it is not a classification data set but a 
regression data set like the determinants of innovation data. In this data set, there are 1030 
instances and nine attributes, where one of them is the real valued output of concrete 
compressive strength in megapascals. Concrete data includes eight input attributes, which 
consist of the weights of seven different components of the concrete in kilograms in an m3 
mixture and age of the concrete in days ranging from 1 to 365. The aforementioned seven 
components are cement, blast furnace slag, fly ash, water, superplasticizer, coarse 
aggregate and fine aggregate. Similar to the Iris data, we again created four dummy 
variables for components. The dummy variables were generated according to the 
correlation coefficients of attributes so that they resemble three of the components, 
namely, cement, superplasticizer, blast furnace slag and the age. These attributes are the 
ones with the highest correlation. More detailed information about the properties of data 
can be found on Table 4.6 (UCI Mach. Lrn. Repo.). 
Table 4.6: Properties of Concrete Compressive Strength data. 
Attribute Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Dev. Class Correlation 
Cement: 10.00 540.00 281.17 104.51 0.50 
Blast Furnace Slag: 0.00 359.40 73.90 86.28 0.14 
Fly Ash: 0.00 200.10 54.19 64.00 -0.11 
Water: 121.75 247.10 181.57 21.36 -0.29 
Superplasticizer: 0.00 32.20 6.20 5.97 0.37 
Coarse Aggregate: 801.00 1145.00 972.92 77.75 -0.17 
Fine Aggregate: 594.00 992.60 773.58 80.18 -0.17 





We conducted the same analysis as we did for the iris data. First we will present the 
results of the analysis corresponding to the proposed simulated annealing based algorithm 
and later we will discuss the results of the GA based algorithm. 
 
4.2.1. Simulated Annealing Results 
Table 4.7: Feature weights of Concrete data computed by SA. 
 
For different values of k-nn =2 and 8, epsilon=0,01 and 0,02 and randomdirection 
=0,75 and 0,85, SA is implemented on Concrete data. Feature weights obtained can be 
seen in Table 4.7. These results show that determination of dummy variables is 
successful. Last 4 features have been assigned lower weights mostly and original features 
are weighted higher. As mentioned before, instead of classification method used for Iris 
data, real value prediction is made for Concrete data and Root Mean Square Error is 
calculated. Results can be seen below for different values of k-nn.  

























knn=2 Eps=0,01 RndDrct=0,75 0.22 0.05 0.04 0.12 0.17 0.08 0.08 0.22 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
knn=2 Eps=0,01 RndDrct=0,85 0.22 0.05 0.04 0.12 0.16 0.08 0.08 0.23 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
knn=2 Eps=0,02 RndDrct=0,75 0.21 0.04 0.07 0.13 0.15 0.08 0.08 0.15 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02
knn=2 Eps=0,02 RndDrct=0,85 0.22 0.06 0.04 0.13 0.16 0.09 0.07 0.17 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.04
knn=8 Eps=0,01 RndDrct=0,75 0.23 0.05 0.04 0.13 0.17 0.08 0.08 0.18 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01
knn=8 Eps=0,01 RndDrct=0,85 0.23 0.06 0.04 0.13 0.17 0.08 0.08 0.18 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
knn=8 Eps=0,02 RndDrct=0,75 0.22 0.06 0.04 0.13 0.18 0.09 0.07 0.14 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01
knn=8 Eps=0,02 RndDrct=0,85 0.21 0.05 0.04 0.12 0.15 0.07 0.09 0.20 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02
Weights RMSE
knn=2 Eps=0,01 RndDrct=0,75 14.39
knn=2 Eps=0,01 RndDrct=0,85 12.95
knn=2 Eps=0,02 RndDrct=0,75 13.63
knn=2 Eps=0,02 RndDrct=0,85 13.57
knn=8 Eps=0,01 RndDrct=0,75 12.79
knn=8 Eps=0,01 RndDrct=0,85 15.29
knn=8 Eps=0,02 RndDrct=0,75 12.64
knn=8 Eps=0,02 RndDrct=0,85 14.12
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4.2.2. Genetic Algorithm Results 
Table 4.9: Feature weights of Concrete data computed by GA.
 
Results indicate us that there has to be a better parameter tuning. In general, dummy 
features are able to be determined but for some values of knn, dummy features are 
assigned high weights, which is an unwanted situation. For this reason, a full factorial 
analysis will be done. This analysis will include the results for changing values of 
crossover rate, mutation rate, knn and population size.  
 
Prediction accuracy results for RMSEs are shown in Table 4.10. Minimum RMSE 
is provided by choosing knn as 5.  























knn = 2 0,1682 0,1240 0,0629 0,0952 0,0595 0,1410 0,0119 0,1342 0,0612 0,0296 0,0374 0,0748
knn = 3 0,1073 0,0761 0,1073 0,1522 0,1021 0,0294 0,1349 0,1003 0,0398 0,0675 0,0035 0,0796
knn = 4 0,1045 0,2217 0,0229 0,1341 0,0102 0,0740 0,0671 0,1318 0,1535 0,0115 0,0536 0,0153
knn = 5 0,1157 0,1253 0,0988 0,1060 0,0964 0,0651 0,0651 0,1976 0,0627 0,0313 0,0193 0,0167
knn = 6 0,1878 0,0084 0,0042 0,1751 0,0759 0,0591 0,1477 0,1730 0,0907 0,0338 0,0084 0,0359
knn = 7 0,0917 0,0746 0,1085 0,1040 0,0901 0,0450 0,0657 0,0657 0,1096 0,1050 0,0978 0,0423
knn = 8 0,0958 0,0639 0,0286 0,1445 0,0958 0,0504 0,1681 0,1513 0,0168 0,0050 0,0168 0,1630
knn = 9 0,0880 0,0198 0,0651 0,1686 0,1475 0,0268 0,0061 0,1667 0,1209 0,0185 0,1337 0,0384
knn = 10 0,1138 0,1124 0,0112 0,1161 0,1153 0,0583 0,0127 0,1356 0,0289 0,1363 0,0184 0,1411
knn = 11 0,1235 0,0400 0,0400 0,1305 0,1145 0,0797 0,1151 0,0987 0,0607 0,0569 0,0541 0,0862
knn = 12 0,1696 0,0356 0,0082 0,0074 0,0405 0,1105 0,0479 0,2173 0,1842 0,1105 0,0660 0,0023
knn = 13 0,1409 0,0309 0,1513 0,0975 0,1019 0,1464 0,0318 0,0239 0,0255 0,1194 0,0446 0,0860
knn = 14 0,1213 0,0542 0,0271 0,0800 0,0929 0,0477 0,1006 0,1200 0,1239 0,0452 0,1161 0,0710
knn = 15 0,0534 0,0924 0,0505 0,0130 0,1443 0,1111 0,0058 0,1385 0,1097 0,0779 0,1169 0,0866
knn = 2 knn = 3 knn = 4 knn = 5 knn = 6 knn = 7 knn = 8
RMSE 15,3216 14,9704 13,7273 13,2005 14,7050 14,5387 13,9667
knn = 9 knn = 10 knn = 11 knn = 12 knn = 13 knn = 14 knn = 15
RMSE 14,7163 14,3023 13,5534 14,5093 14,8516 15,0113 15,5361
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C H A P T E R  5  
5. THE SIGIFICACE DEGREES OF THE DETERMIATS OF 
IOVATIO 
 
5.1. IOVATIO DATA 
In this thesis, data used for computational analysis is provided by the 
questionnaire done by Gurhan Gunday’s Master of Science thesis (2007). A complex and 
detailed survey has been proposed to several firms and data collected by this 
questionnaire has been analyzed. By the factor analysis done, determinants of innovation 
have been selected and their values have been computed. Innovation performance of each 
firm has been calculated according to these determinants. Number of innovation 
determinants is originally 32 and turnover of innovation spending and inverse of 
centralization are also added as determinants. All the features except turnover of 
innovation spending are collected based on Likert scale that is between 1 and 5. Inverse of 
centralization is the complimentary of centralization, sum of these determinants equals 5. 
Original data set consists of data from 184 firms. However, since there are missing values 
for some of the firms, we have excluded such firms. Consequently, 89 firms have left for 
analysis.  
Calculated innovativeness score of Gurhan Gunday is computed by using seven 
criteria which are: 
• Ability to offer the new product before competitors, 
• Percentage of new products in the existing product diversity, 
• Number of new products and projects, 
• Innovations developed about work processes and methods, 
• Quality of new products and services, 
• Number of patented or patentable innovations, 





These criteria are on a Likert scale of five points and by the statistical analysis done 




We have divided our data sets into 4 groups according to the determinants of 
inverse centralization and turnover of innovation spending. First data set includes 
turnover of innovation spending and excludes inverse of centralization. When the firms 
that have missing values are excluded, number of firms is reduced to 89. Second data set 
excludes both of them so number of missing values decreased. Number of firms for the 
second data set becomes 98. Firm numbers are the same for third and fourth data set 
correspondingly. Detailed information can be found in Table 5.1.  
Table 5.1: Properties of data sets used. 
 




With Turnover of innovation spending  
and                                                        
Without inverse of centralization
89 33
2
Without Turnover of innovation spending 
and                                                
Without inverse of centralization
98 32
3
With Turnover of innovation spending  
and                                                    
With inverse of centralization
89 34
4
Without Turnover of innovation spending 
and                                                           




5.2. AALYSIS OF THE IOVATIO DATA 
Results have been collected for Simulated Annealing and Genetic Algorithm 
separately. Computational analysis for Simulated Annealing has been done for changing 
values of k nearest neighbor (knn) parameter and weight increment (epsilon) parameter. 
knn range is chosen between 2 and 20 and epsilon range between 0.01 and 0.20 with an 
increment of 0.01. 
For Genetic Algorithm, knn has also been changed from 2 to 20. Besides knn, 
crossover and mutation rates have been changed in the ranges of 0.85 to 0.99 and 0.05 to 










































s that are obtained can be seen in T












epsilon=0,01 0,02 0,03 0,04 0,05 0,06 0,07 0,08 0,09 0,1 0,11 0,12 0,13 0,14 0,15 0,16 0,17 0,18 0,19 0,2
knn=2 0,782 0,755 0,712 0,707 0,772 0,738 0,763 0,729 0,772 0,753 0,781 0,764 0,785 0,797 0,778 0,767 0,814 0,819 0,735 0,751
knn=3 0,717 0,765 0,691 0,743 0,751 0,716 0,688 0,699 0,749 0,720 0,736 0,788 0,792 0,819 0,776 0,714 0,781 0,801 0,778 0,740
knn=4 0,690 0,739 0,700 0,667 0,644 0,734 0,726 0,715 0,718 0,737 0,732 0,709 0,756 0,730 0,723 0,739 0,741 0,781 0,814 0,758
knn=5 0,648 0,668 0,747 0,722 0,696 0,716 0,714 0,722 0,650 0,727 0,753 0,696 0,710 0,781 0,737 0,761 0,761 0,745 0,726 0,754
knn=6 0,683 0,689 0,736 0,685 0,712 0,686 0,699 0,725 0,690 0,665 0,714 0,722 0,698 0,759 0,753 0,720 0,739 0,705 0,754 0,690
knn=7 0,651 0,666 0,720 0,713 0,703 0,688 0,698 0,703 0,720 0,680 0,719 0,701 0,719 0,724 0,736 0,726 0,693 0,707 0,739 0,738
knn=8 0,641 0,665 0,686 0,683 0,693 0,688 0,696 0,692 0,685 0,689 0,690 0,707 0,717 0,735 0,732 0,724 0,747 0,716 0,763 0,746
knn=9 0,653 0,680 0,666 0,703 0,689 0,698 0,700 0,692 0,679 0,697 0,712 0,722 0,717 0,713 0,691 0,723 0,672 0,728 0,714 0,747
knn=10 0,674 0,663 0,678 0,723 0,696 0,690 0,689 0,697 0,686 0,689 0,703 0,710 0,724 0,684 0,732 0,625 0,742 0,742 0,730 0,735
knn=11 0,632 0,663 0,690 0,684 0,701 0,692 0,690 0,674 0,689 0,709 0,682 0,681 0,701 0,697 0,711 0,737 0,714 0,734 0,711 0,717
knn=12 0,632 0,657 0,701 0,682 0,697 0,692 0,677 0,680 0,706 0,684 0,694 0,712 0,705 0,724 0,701 0,700 0,718 0,697 0,710 0,709
knn=13 0,662 0,634 0,645 0,693 0,678 0,676 0,687 0,688 0,686 0,678 0,695 0,696 0,738 0,726 0,718 0,712 0,711 0,727 0,732 0,724
knn=14 0,643 0,648 0,681 0,686 0,688 0,704 0,668 0,686 0,694 0,693 0,705 0,731 0,695 0,708 0,727 0,721 0,674 0,722 0,694 0,728
knn=15 0,663 0,644 0,664 0,670 0,664 0,687 0,616 0,723 0,685 0,700 0,674 0,736 0,736 0,747 0,699 0,739 0,712 0,723 0,698 0,756
knn=16 0,646 0,676 0,674 0,668 0,666 0,631 0,693 0,691 0,726 0,683 0,700 0,713 0,708 0,701 0,759 0,735 0,717 0,678 0,696 0,723
knn=17 0,637 0,669 0,698 0,705 0,688 0,689 0,684 0,700 0,692 0,678 0,698 0,710 0,740 0,694 0,679 0,711 0,719 0,714 0,721 0,715
knn=18 0,645 0,661 0,685 0,682 0,665 0,692 0,690 0,700 0,699 0,715 0,713 0,704 0,711 0,690 0,714 0,711 0,723 0,712 0,728 0,713
knn=19 0,649 0,609 0,662 0,678 0,672 0,682 0,683 0,689 0,690 0,695 0,708 0,712 0,717 0,721 0,710 0,717 0,706 0,716 0,718 0,714














epsilon=0,01 0,02 0,03 0,04 0,05 0,06 0,07 0,08 0,09 0,1 0,11 0,12 0,13 0,14 0,15 0,16 0,17 0,18 0,19 0,2
knn=2 0,461 0,411 0,404 0,404 0,445 0,418 0,435 0,401 0,418 0,431 0,411 0,462 0,424 0,359 0,418 0,366 0,406 0,471 0,460 0,461
knn=3 0,492 0,525 0,485 0,522 0,507 0,489 0,461 0,501 0,472 0,496 0,513 0,505 0,452 0,491 0,504 0,524 0,492 0,537 0,491 0,527
knn=4 0,532 0,504 0,536 0,506 0,548 0,555 0,523 0,542 0,551 0,529 0,537 0,580 0,570 0,547 0,570 0,567 0,572 0,569 0,594 0,565
knn=5 0,555 0,551 0,539 0,555 0,569 0,541 0,566 0,544 0,571 0,572 0,580 0,575 0,574 0,587 0,618 0,581 0,618 0,585 0,597 0,583
knn=6 0,574 0,556 0,583 0,554 0,591 0,578 0,601 0,603 0,574 0,580 0,588 0,585 0,596 0,592 0,615 0,636 0,620 0,627 0,607 0,621
knn=7 0,596 0,621 0,618 0,635 0,611 0,601 0,617 0,545 0,601 0,596 0,593 0,585 0,546 0,617 0,593 0,606 0,634 0,631 0,627 0,629
knn=8 0,575 0,602 0,593 0,600 0,621 0,609 0,602 0,604 0,623 0,601 0,606 0,626 0,644 0,642 0,634 0,636 0,630 0,638 0,640 0,641
knn=9 0,571 0,611 0,600 0,587 0,591 0,571 0,623 0,619 0,617 0,606 0,642 0,626 0,643 0,652 0,637 0,659 0,649 0,609 0,645 0,635
knn=10 0,572 0,584 0,611 0,614 0,623 0,628 0,617 0,607 0,615 0,619 0,620 0,622 0,625 0,644 0,569 0,645 0,646 0,650 0,668 0,634
knn=11 0,607 0,609 0,635 0,613 0,628 0,640 0,607 0,615 0,623 0,616 0,634 0,638 0,645 0,645 0,660 0,630 0,636 0,672 0,658 0,646
knn=12 0,601 0,608 0,595 0,639 0,655 0,635 0,633 0,615 0,646 0,622 0,634 0,673 0,636 0,657 0,661 0,663 0,656 0,670 0,667 0,639
knn=13 0,603 0,613 0,656 0,626 0,638 0,654 0,636 0,631 0,635 0,633 0,646 0,584 0,666 0,630 0,672 0,667 0,648 0,642 0,647 0,664
knn=14 0,605 0,606 0,617 0,651 0,642 0,635 0,634 0,624 0,631 0,638 0,662 0,659 0,637 0,678 0,640 0,662 0,667 0,669 0,670 0,667
knn=15 0,613 0,652 0,615 0,647 0,639 0,640 0,655 0,653 0,651 0,635 0,638 0,643 0,658 0,671 0,639 0,651 0,668 0,692 0,670 0,582
knn=16 0,614 0,625 0,663 0,654 0,645 0,644 0,632 0,611 0,648 0,645 0,647 0,663 0,600 0,672 0,664 0,668 0,664 0,648 0,658 0,676
knn=17 0,631 0,623 0,602 0,652 0,659 0,622 0,646 0,637 0,647 0,653 0,630 0,660 0,666 0,672 0,649 0,667 0,678 0,671 0,665 0,673
knn=18 0,615 0,656 0,642 0,653 0,655 0,666 0,658 0,652 0,639 0,653 0,653 0,653 0,671 0,676 0,650 0,680 0,662 0,654 0,676 0,667
knn=19 0,633 0,638 0,666 0,630 0,647 0,643 0,643 0,664 0,677 0,652 0,662 0,649 0,606 0,680 0,704 0,662 0,678 0,711 0,677 0,684














epsilon=0,01 0,02 0,03 0,04 0,05 0,06 0,07 0,08 0,09 0,1 0,11 0,12 0,13 0,14 0,15 0,16 0,17 0,18 0,19 0,2
knn=2 0,413 0,469 0,420 0,455 0,429 0,424 0,417 0,419 0,393 0,385 0,417 0,448 0,424 0,454 0,461 0,430 0,510 0,395 0,453 0,493
knn=3 0,495 0,533 0,533 0,525 0,513 0,498 0,501 0,477 0,489 0,505 0,555 0,536 0,538 0,530 0,540 0,554 0,561 0,537 0,501 0,546
knn=4 0,507 0,546 0,580 0,592 0,562 0,542 0,536 0,534 0,545 0,578 0,562 0,554 0,580 0,616 0,594 0,563 0,634 0,583 0,622 0,615
knn=5 0,573 0,585 0,559 0,571 0,567 0,602 0,549 0,593 0,600 0,582 0,556 0,626 0,612 0,614 0,648 0,628 0,609 0,626 0,664 0,645
knn=6 0,560 0,588 0,581 0,609 0,595 0,613 0,620 0,629 0,631 0,610 0,618 0,650 0,621 0,651 0,640 0,624 0,626 0,665 0,609 0,661
knn=7 0,563 0,594 0,560 0,576 0,574 0,600 0,607 0,591 0,632 0,621 0,612 0,654 0,635 0,626 0,612 0,679 0,611 0,647 0,662 0,533
knn=8 0,611 0,582 0,602 0,596 0,635 0,634 0,645 0,637 0,643 0,626 0,639 0,638 0,658 0,637 0,645 0,690 0,646 0,666 0,678 0,620
knn=9 0,570 0,584 0,622 0,616 0,657 0,634 0,635 0,642 0,643 0,650 0,659 0,677 0,644 0,682 0,652 0,659 0,659 0,644 0,692 0,655
knn=10 0,587 0,569 0,637 0,624 0,636 0,659 0,647 0,651 0,652 0,655 0,662 0,675 0,649 0,660 0,678 0,680 0,674 0,682 0,652 0,669
knn=11 0,577 0,617 0,642 0,636 0,660 0,654 0,649 0,658 0,662 0,670 0,681 0,645 0,646 0,672 0,676 0,646 0,680 0,667 0,654 0,673
knn=12 0,581 0,599 0,602 0,646 0,669 0,662 0,645 0,623 0,665 0,667 0,690 0,657 0,669 0,680 0,564 0,651 0,676 0,668 0,679 0,654
knn=13 0,589 0,571 0,624 0,659 0,661 0,660 0,653 0,647 0,688 0,670 0,670 0,675 0,668 0,698 0,684 0,663 0,691 0,678 0,660 0,676
knn=14 0,606 0,622 0,679 0,666 0,654 0,645 0,652 0,678 0,673 0,671 0,667 0,633 0,693 0,653 0,685 0,733 0,677 0,647 0,688 0,691
knn=15 0,604 0,624 0,640 0,647 0,654 0,662 0,657 0,664 0,688 0,677 0,665 0,670 0,680 0,686 0,689 0,681 0,673 0,569 0,686 0,671
knn=16 0,601 0,603 0,649 0,641 0,653 0,671 0,589 0,681 0,712 0,693 0,700 0,685 0,697 0,687 0,687 0,700 0,690 0,690 0,702 0,705
knn=17 0,619 0,645 0,664 0,666 0,627 0,668 0,658 0,669 0,684 0,662 0,690 0,694 0,673 0,678 0,699 0,697 0,696 0,698 0,697 0,686
knn=18 0,624 0,588 0,657 0,668 0,650 0,664 0,673 0,674 0,673 0,690 0,660 0,695 0,729 0,696 0,672 0,709 0,684 0,693 0,691 0,676
knn=19 0,608 0,616 0,649 0,671 0,667 0,682 0,680 0,676 0,675 0,678 0,690 0,687 0,692 0,710 0,697 0,688 0,709 0,697 0,700 0,698













eps=0,01 0,02 0,03 0,04 0,05 0,06 0,07 0,08 0,09 0,1 0,11 0,12 0,13 0,14 0,15 0,16 0,17 0,18 0,19 0,2
knn=2 0,707 0,677 0,758 0,751 0,756 0,711 0,751 0,721 0,744 0,745 0,770 0,827 0,802 0,783 0,826 0,801 0,848 0,837 0,832 0,873
knn=3 0,694 0,757 0,733 0,720 0,686 0,754 0,780 0,774 0,730 0,745 0,789 0,767 0,775 0,738 0,778 0,808 0,852 0,789 0,794 0,830
knn=4 0,673 0,668 0,716 0,727 0,760 0,716 0,749 0,719 0,706 0,741 0,756 0,743 0,619 0,748 0,753 0,797 0,811 0,773 0,782 0,801
knn=5 0,668 0,668 0,648 0,653 0,717 0,714 0,727 0,737 0,755 0,690 0,699 0,706 0,739 0,722 0,754 0,723 0,783 0,790 0,767 0,783
knn=6 0,664 0,667 0,678 0,714 0,665 0,716 0,693 0,696 0,735 0,742 0,749 0,773 0,739 0,737 0,771 0,747 0,758 0,694 0,716 0,806
knn=7 0,678 0,644 0,705 0,705 0,711 0,717 0,695 0,709 0,733 0,731 0,723 0,764 0,760 0,748 0,705 0,769 0,779 0,765 0,768 0,742
knn=8 0,652 0,633 0,709 0,676 0,716 0,697 0,721 0,712 0,726 0,725 0,705 0,719 0,743 0,752 0,747 0,733 0,758 0,719 0,753 0,731
knn=9 0,661 0,701 0,653 0,671 0,703 0,703 0,724 0,709 0,701 0,695 0,727 0,748 0,745 0,713 0,681 0,745 0,747 0,739 0,750 0,732
knn=10 0,672 0,649 0,685 0,701 0,643 0,694 0,684 0,705 0,723 0,715 0,714 0,723 0,740 0,738 0,783 0,719 0,707 0,737 0,748 0,739
knn=11 0,676 0,680 0,667 0,704 0,703 0,701 0,698 0,707 0,726 0,717 0,712 0,717 0,714 0,714 0,740 0,735 0,744 0,743 0,738 0,707
knn=12 0,660 0,684 0,685 0,702 0,702 0,713 0,722 0,717 0,726 0,717 0,724 0,719 0,747 0,701 0,705 0,775 0,733 0,738 0,734 0,739
knn=13 0,634 0,672 0,682 0,687 0,700 0,712 0,691 0,724 0,704 0,722 0,747 0,732 0,739 0,725 0,734 0,730 0,739 0,737 0,737 0,719
knn=14 0,648 0,650 0,681 0,671 0,705 0,691 0,703 0,706 0,700 0,711 0,712 0,729 0,710 0,723 0,730 0,738 0,726 0,735 0,737 0,704
knn=15 0,645 0,675 0,698 0,704 0,714 0,701 0,696 0,690 0,695 0,705 0,732 0,763 0,738 0,726 0,732 0,740 0,726 0,701 0,741 0,730
knn=16 0,670 0,665 0,686 0,690 0,688 0,717 0,695 0,707 0,719 0,722 0,729 0,735 0,731 0,729 0,759 0,735 0,719 0,724 0,744 0,733
knn=17 0,654 0,681 0,678 0,693 0,707 0,698 0,688 0,694 0,692 0,702 0,694 0,724 0,730 0,704 0,739 0,723 0,733 0,735 0,705 0,734
knn=18 0,659 0,676 0,702 0,670 0,671 0,700 0,702 0,711 0,717 0,752 0,726 0,728 0,728 0,740 0,734 0,729 0,726 0,732 0,727 0,732
knn=19 0,666 0,700 0,672 0,676 0,717 0,713 0,711 0,716 0,722 0,728 0,698 0,728 0,724 0,732 0,737 0,745 0,733 0,736 0,730 0,721
knn=20 0,650 0,668 0,675 0,695 0,673 0,677 0,706 0,691 0,710 0,723 0,722 0,720 0,737 0,744 0,699 0,731 0,734 0,732 0,736 0,730
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As it can be seen from the RMSEs, data set that gives the minimum RMSE is the 
Set 3, where InnoHarCiro_Ratio and InvKult_Cen features are included in the data set. 
For Data Set 3, best RMSE is achieved with knn=2 and epsilon=0.1 the feature weights 
computed for knn=2 and epsilon=0.1, are shown on Table 5.6. Note that there are only 21 
features shown on table because the remaining 14 features’ weights have been assigned as 
0. For this reason, they are not included in the table. 
Table 5.6: Feature weights of Data Set 3 obtained by SA.
 
According to the results, three most important determinants of innovation are 
quality in manufacturing strategies, organizational capital and reward system in 
organization culture. 
 
5.2.2. GE*ETIC ALGORITHM 
Similar to SA, we have also chosen Data Set 3 for Genetic Algorithm analysis. The 
results show that for crossover rate equals 0.86 and mutation rate equals to 0.13 and 
when knn is 2, best RSME, which is 0.360, is achieved. Table 5.7 illustrates the further 
details of the run. 
Attribute 20 3 10 9 34 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 19 18 17
Weight 0,102 0,096 0,090 0,083 0,072 0,066 0,061 0,057 0,052 0,049 0,045 0,041 0,038 0,034 0,030 0,026 0,022 0,018 0,010 0,006 0,002
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Table 5.7: RSMEs for Data Set 3 by GA.
 
Feature weights that are obtained for the run chosen above have been demonstrated 
below (Table 5.8). Most significant determinant is reward system in organization culture, 
which has been determined as third significant determinant by SA.  
















= 0.05 0,06 0,07 0,08 0,09 0,1 0,11 0,12 0,13 0,14 0,15
knn=2 0,373 0,370 0,392 0,371 0,388 0,401 0,371 0,378 0,360 0,373 0,389
knn=3 0,449 0,450 0,424 0,449 0,454 0,461 0,435 0,454 0,442 0,457 0,455
knn=4 0,505 0,494 0,505 0,481 0,485 0,504 0,496 0,507 0,505 0,494 0,505
knn=5 0,516 0,528 0,526 0,532 0,519 0,525 0,516 0,528 0,526 0,532 0,519
knn=6 0,542 0,518 0,547 0,531 0,542 0,549 0,525 0,545 0,534 0,539 0,549
knn=7 0,554 0,554 0,546 0,558 0,543 0,552 0,557 0,555 0,545 0,550 0,544
knn=8 0,565 0,560 0,564 0,556 0,563 0,552 0,559 0,560 0,557 0,552 0,551
knn=9 0,558 0,570 0,565 0,561 0,559 0,568 0,563 0,574 0,567 0,576 0,565
knn=10 0,583 0,582 0,575 0,578 0,590 0,576 0,574 0,566 0,579 0,584 0,578
knn=11 0,567 0,586 0,583 0,583 0,569 0,579 0,579 0,587 0,578 0,585 0,581
knn=12 0,576 0,590 0,576 0,584 0,575 0,585 0,575 0,580 0,581 0,572 0,580
knn=13 0,577 0,585 0,581 0,586 0,592 0,580 0,584 0,586 0,586 0,586 0,592
knn=14 0,596 0,583 0,589 0,588 0,591 0,591 0,588 0,591 0,591 0,588 0,591
knn=15 0,600 0,593 0,596 0,588 0,600 0,594 0,591 0,591 0,590 0,583 0,589
knn=16 0,597 0,602 0,597 0,598 0,592 0,593 0,595 0,593 0,604 0,591 0,598
knn=17 0,604 0,596 0,592 0,596 0,597 0,604 0,596 0,592 0,596 0,597 0,604
knn=18 0,596 0,596 0,602 0,601 0,598 0,596 0,596 0,602 0,601 0,598 0,596
knn=19 0,603 0,606 0,603 0,604 0,608 0,603 0,606 0,603 0,604 0,608 0,603
knn=20 0,612 0,602 0,614 0,602 0,607 0,601 0,612 0,602 0,614 0,602 0,607
Attribute 10 6 13 29 3 34 4 22 31 25 24 33 1 23 21 7 20
Weight 0,061 0,058 0,058 0,057 0,056 0,052 0,051 0,051 0,049 0,048 0,044 0,044 0,039 0,036 0,032 0,030 0,028
Attribute 27 9 30 18 8 2 17 19 12 32 15 28 5 26 11 14 16
Weight 0,027 0,020 0,020 0,019 0,018 0,015 0,014 0,013 0,013 0,012 0,010 0,009 0,007 0,006 0,003 0,001 0,001
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5.3 REDUCTIO of IOVATIO DETERMIATS 
 
We have conducted a narrowing analysis on the innovation determinants and aimed 
to determine the most significant features. The complete list of determinants of innovation 
is given below. Beside the determinants given in the list, ratio of innovation spending to 
the turnover and trend of innovation spending are also added and 32 innovation 
determinants are determined.  
 
Table 5.9 List of Innovation Determinants 
 
 
Simulated Annealing and Genetic Algorithm methods have been applied on these 
32 determinants and the number of determinants has been reduced to 9 in two stages. For 
Genetic Algorithm, in the first stage, 10 determinants which have been weighted 0 have 
been deleted from the list and in the second stage; GA has been applied on 22 
determinants. In the second stage, 13 of 22 determinants have been weighted as zero so 
the final list has been composed of 9 determinants. These determinants and their 





Human Capital Monitoring Outer Milieu
Social Capital Monitoring Inner Milieu




Management Support Market Dynamism
Work Discretion Market Focus
Time Availability R&D Collaboration
Reward System Operational Collaboration
Internal Resistance Vertical Collaboration
Internal Deficiency Technology Strategies
Internal Limits Marketing Strategies
External Difficulties Innovation Spending





Table 5.10 Final Innovation Determinants by GA. 
 
  
A similar strategy is applied also for Simulated Annealing and the final list of 9 
innovation determinants are listed below. RMSE for SA is 0.43. 
 
Table 5.11 Final Innovation Determinants by SA. 
 
 
Both GA and SA show that formalization, innovation spending, organizational 
capital and reward system are the most effective determinants of innovation. 
There is %10 difference between GA and SA RMSE values and GA is better. In 
order to have a better understanding, the following graph shows comparison of the 


















































C H A P T E R  6  
6. COCLUSIO & FUTURE WORK 
 
The main aim of this thesis is to develop a DSS framework for innovation 
management and proposing solutions to the feature weighting problem which will be 
utilized at the core of the DSS. The feature weighting problem is a feature subset selection 
problem where instead of binary choices of features, they are weighted in the range of 1 
and 0.  
Two main aim of feature weighting problem is to determine relevant features and 
have good prediction accuracies. We proposed two different algorithms that are Simulated 
Annealing Algorithm and Genetic Algorithm. In order to check the efficiencies of the 
algorithms, we have implemented our algorithms on Iris Data and Concrete Compressive 
Strength Data. The results indicate that our proposed algorithms determine the relevant 
features accurately and have comparable prediction accuracies.  
Innovation data has been analyzed in 4 different sets and Data Set 3 has been 
chosen as the best set. The results of proposed Simulated Annealing Algorithm and 
Genetic Algorithm have been demonstrated in Chapter 5. 
Main contributions of this thesis have been as the followings: 
• A framework for DSS for developing innovation policies. 
• Simulated Annealing and Genetic Algorithm based feature weighting 
algorithms. 
• Determination of significance levels of innovation determinants. 
A major future work is to develop the entire DSS for innovation management that 
can suggest policies. This DSS can be put into practice and be a good and efficient 
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APPEDIX B - Concrete Compressive Strength Data 
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540,0  0,0  0,0  162,0  2,5  1040,0  676,0  28  79,99  
540,0  0,0  0,0  162,0  2,5  1055,0  676,0  28  61,89  
332,5  142,5  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  270  40,27  
332,5  142,5  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  365  41,05  
198,6  132,4  0,0  192,0  0,0  978,4  825,5  360  44,30  
266,0  114,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  670,0  90  47,03  
380,0  95,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  365  43,70  
380,0  95,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  28  36,45  
266,0  114,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  670,0  28  45,85  
475,0  0,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  28  39,29  
198,6  132,4  0,0  192,0  0,0  978,4  825,5  90  38,07  
198,6  132,4  0,0  192,0  0,0  978,4  825,5  28  28,02  
427,5  47,5  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  270  43,01  
190,0  190,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  670,0  90  42,33  
304,0  76,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  670,0  28  47,81  
380,0  0,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  670,0  90  52,91  
139,6  209,4  0,0  192,0  0,0  1047,0  806,9  90  39,36  
342,0  38,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  670,0  365  56,14  
380,0  95,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  90  40,56  
475,0  0,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  180  42,62  
427,5  47,5  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  180  41,84  
139,6  209,4  0,0  192,0  0,0  1047,0  806,9  28  28,24  
139,6  209,4  0,0  192,0  0,0  1047,0  806,9  3  8,06  
139,6  209,4  0,0  192,0  0,0  1047,0  806,9  180  44,21  
380,0  0,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  670,0  365  52,52  
380,0  0,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  670,0  270  53,30  
380,0  95,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  270  41,15  
342,0  38,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  670,0  180  52,12  
427,5  47,5  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  28  37,43  
475,0  0,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  7  38,60  
304,0  76,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  670,0  365  55,26  
266,0  114,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  670,0  365  52,91  
198,6  132,4  0,0  192,0  0,0  978,4  825,5  180  41,72  
475,0  0,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  270  42,13  
190,0  190,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  670,0  365  53,69  
237,5  237,5  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  270  38,41  
237,5  237,5  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  28  30,08  
332,5  142,5  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  90  37,72  
475,0  0,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  90  42,23  
237,5  237,5  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  180  36,25  
342,0  38,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  670,0  90  50,46  
427,5  47,5  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  365  43,70  
237,5  237,5  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  365  39,00  
380,0  0,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  670,0  180  53,10  
427,5  47,5  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  90  41,54  
427,5  47,5  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  7  35,08  
349,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  1047,0  806,9  3  15,05  
380,0  95,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  180  40,76  
237,5  237,5  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  7  26,26  
380,0  95,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  7  32,82  
332,5  142,5  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  180  39,78  
190,0  190,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  670,0  180  46,93  
237,5  237,5  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  90  33,12  
304,0  76,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  670,0  90  49,19  
139,6  209,4  0,0  192,0  0,0  1047,0  806,9  7  14,59  
198,6  132,4  0,0  192,0  0,0  978,4  825,5  7  14,64  
475,0  0,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  365  41,93  
198,6  132,4  0,0  192,0  0,0  978,4  825,5  3  9,13  
304,0  76,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  670,0  180  50,95  
332,5  142,5  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  28  33,02  
304,0  76,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  670,0  270  54,38  
266,0  114,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  670,0  270  51,73  
310,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  971,0  850,6  3  9,87  
190,0  190,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  670,0  270  50,66  
266,0  114,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  670,0  180  48,70  
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342,0  38,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  670,0  270  55,06  
139,6  209,4  0,0  192,0  0,0  1047,0  806,9  360  44,70  
332,5  142,5  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  594,0  7  30,28  
190,0  190,0  0,0  228,0  0,0  932,0  670,0  28  40,86  
485,0  0,0  0,0  146,0  0,0  1120,0  800,0  28  71,99  
374,0  189,2  0,0  170,1  10,1  926,1  756,7  3  34,40  
313,3  262,2  0,0  175,5  8,6  1046,9  611,8  3  28,80  
425,0  106,3  0,0  153,5  16,5  852,1  887,1  3  33,40  
425,0  106,3  0,0  151,4  18,6  936,0  803,7  3  36,30  
375,0  93,8  0,0  126,6  23,4  852,1  992,6  3  29,00  
475,0  118,8  0,0  181,1  8,9  852,1  781,5  3  37,80  
469,0  117,2  0,0  137,8  32,2  852,1  840,5  3  40,20  
425,0  106,3  0,0  153,5  16,5  852,1  887,1  3  33,40  
388,6  97,1  0,0  157,9  12,1  852,1  925,7  3  28,10  
531,3  0,0  0,0  141,8  28,2  852,1  893,7  3  41,30  
425,0  106,3  0,0  153,5  16,5  852,1  887,1  3  33,40  
318,8  212,5  0,0  155,7  14,3  852,1  880,4  3  25,20  
401,8  94,7  0,0  147,4  11,4  946,8  852,1  3  41,10  
362,6  189,0  0,0  164,9  11,6  944,7  755,8  3  35,30  
323,7  282,8  0,0  183,8  10,3  942,7  659,9  3  28,30  
379,5  151,2  0,0  153,9  15,9  1134,3  605,0  3  28,60  
362,6  189,0  0,0  164,9  11,6  944,7  755,8  3  35,30  
286,3  200,9  0,0  144,7  11,2  1004,6  803,7  3  24,40  
362,6  189,0  0,0  164,9  11,6  944,7  755,8  3  35,30  
439,0  177,0  0,0  186,0  11,1  884,9  707,9  3  39,30  
389,9  189,0  0,0  145,9  22,0  944,7  755,8  3  40,60  
362,6  189,0  0,0  164,9  11,6  944,7  755,8  3  35,30  
337,9  189,0  0,0  174,9  9,5  944,7  755,8  3  24,10  
374,0  189,2  0,0  170,1  10,1  926,1  756,7  7  46,20  
313,3  262,2  0,0  175,5  8,6  1046,9  611,8  7  42,80  
425,0  106,3  0,0  153,5  16,5  852,1  887,1  7  49,20  
425,0  106,3  0,0  151,4  18,6  936,0  803,7  7  46,80  
375,0  93,8  0,0  126,6  23,4  852,1  992,6  7  45,70  
475,0  118,8  0,0  181,1  8,9  852,1  781,5  7  55,60  
469,0  117,2  0,0  137,8  32,2  852,1  840,5  7  54,90  
425,0  106,3  0,0  153,5  16,5  852,1  887,1  7  49,20  
388,6  97,1  0,0  157,9  12,1  852,1  925,7  7  34,90  
531,3  0,0  0,0  141,8  28,2  852,1  893,7  7  46,90  
425,0  106,3  0,0  153,5  16,5  852,1  887,1  7  49,20  
318,8  212,5  0,0  155,7  14,3  852,1  880,4  7  33,40  
401,8  94,7  0,0  147,4  11,4  946,8  852,1  7  54,10  
362,6  189,0  0,0  164,9  11,6  944,7  755,8  7  55,90  
323,7  282,8  0,0  183,8  10,3  942,7  659,9  7  49,80  
379,5  151,2  0,0  153,9  15,9  1134,3  605,0  7  47,10  
362,6  189,0  0,0  164,9  11,6  944,7  755,8  7  55,90  
286,3  200,9  0,0  144,7  11,2  1004,6  803,7  7  38,00  
362,6  189,0  0,0  164,9  11,6  944,7  755,8  7  55,90  
439,0  177,0  0,0  186,0  11,1  884,9  707,9  7  56,10  
389,9  189,0  0,0  145,9  22,0  944,7  755,8  7  59,09  
362,6  189,0  0,0  164,9  11,6  944,7  755,8  7  22,90  
337,9  189,0  0,0  174,9  9,5  944,7  755,8  7  35,10  
374,0  189,2  0,0  170,1  10,1  926,1  756,7  28  61,09  
313,3  262,2  0,0  175,5  8,6  1046,9  611,8  28  59,80  
425,0  106,3  0,0  153,5  16,5  852,1  887,1  28  60,29  
425,0  106,3  0,0  151,4  18,6  936,0  803,7  28  61,80  
375,0  93,8  0,0  126,6  23,4  852,1  992,6  28  56,70  
475,0  118,8  0,0  181,1  8,9  852,1  781,5  28  68,30  
469,0  117,2  0,0  137,8  32,2  852,1  840,5  28  66,90  
425,0  106,3  0,0  153,5  16,5  852,1  887,1  28  60,29  
388,6  97,1  0,0  157,9  12,1  852,1  925,7  28  50,70  
531,3  0,0  0,0  141,8  28,2  852,1  893,7  28  56,40  
425,0  106,3  0,0  153,5  16,5  852,1  887,1  28  60,29  
318,8  212,5  0,0  155,7  14,3  852,1  880,4  28  55,50  
401,8  94,7  0,0  147,4  11,4  946,8  852,1  28  68,50  
362,6  189,0  0,0  164,9  11,6  944,7  755,8  28  71,30  
323,7  282,8  0,0  183,8  10,3  942,7  659,9  28  74,70  
379,5  151,2  0,0  153,9  15,9  1134,3  605,0  28  52,20  
362,6  189,0  0,0  164,9  11,6  944,7  755,8  28  71,30  
286,3  200,9  0,0  144,7  11,2  1004,6  803,7  28  67,70  
362,6  189,0  0,0  164,9  11,6  944,7  755,8  28  71,30  
439,0  177,0  0,0  186,0  11,1  884,9  707,9  28  66,00  
389,9  189,0  0,0  145,9  22,0  944,7  755,8  28  74,50  
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362,6  189,0  0,0  164,9  11,6  944,7  755,8  28  71,30  
337,9  189,0  0,0  174,9  9,5  944,7  755,8  28  49,90  
374,0  189,2  0,0  170,1  10,1  926,1  756,7  56  63,40  
313,3  262,2  0,0  175,5  8,6  1046,9  611,8  56  64,90  
425,0  106,3  0,0  153,5  16,5  852,1  887,1  56  64,30  
425,0  106,3  0,0  151,4  18,6  936,0  803,7  56  64,90  
375,0  93,8  0,0  126,6  23,4  852,1  992,6  56  60,20  
475,0  118,8  0,0  181,1  8,9  852,1  781,5  56  72,30  
469,0  117,2  0,0  137,8  32,2  852,1  840,5  56  69,30  
425,0  106,3  0,0  153,5  16,5  852,1  887,1  56  64,30  
388,6  97,1  0,0  157,9  12,1  852,1  925,7  56  55,20  
531,3  0,0  0,0  141,8  28,2  852,1  893,7  56  58,80  
425,0  106,3  0,0  153,5  16,5  852,1  887,1  56  64,30  
318,8  212,5  0,0  155,7  14,3  852,1  880,4  56  66,10  
401,8  94,7  0,0  147,4  11,4  946,8  852,1  56  73,70  
362,6  189,0  0,0  164,9  11,6  944,7  755,8  56  77,30  
323,7  282,8  0,0  183,8  10,3  942,7  659,9  56  80,20  
379,5  151,2  0,0  153,9  15,9  1134,3  605,0  56  54,90  
362,6  189,0  0,0  164,9  11,6  944,7  755,8  56  77,30  
286,3  200,9  0,0  144,7  11,2  1004,6  803,7  56  72,99  
362,6  189,0  0,0  164,9  11,6  944,7  755,8  56  77,30  
439,0  177,0  0,0  186,0  11,1  884,9  707,9  56  71,70  
389,9  189,0  0,0  145,9  22,0  944,7  755,8  56  79,40  
362,6  189,0  0,0  164,9  11,6  944,7  755,8  56  77,30  
337,9  189,0  0,0  174,9  9,5  944,7  755,8  56  59,89  
374,0  189,2  0,0  170,1  10,1  926,1  756,7  91  64,90  
313,3  262,2  0,0  175,5  8,6  1046,9  611,8  91  66,60  
425,0  106,3  0,0  153,5  16,5  852,1  887,1  91  65,20  
425,0  106,3  0,0  151,4  18,6  936,0  803,7  91  66,70  
375,0  93,8  0,0  126,6  23,4  852,1  992,6  91  62,50  
475,0  118,8  0,0  181,1  8,9  852,1  781,5  91  74,19  
469,0  117,2  0,0  137,8  32,2  852,1  840,5  91  70,70  
425,0  106,3  0,0  153,5  16,5  852,1  887,1  91  65,20  
388,6  97,1  0,0  157,9  12,1  852,1  925,7  91  57,60  
531,3  0,0  0,0  141,8  28,2  852,1  893,7  91  59,20  
425,0  106,3  0,0  153,5  16,5  852,1  887,1  91  65,20  
318,8  212,5  0,0  155,7  14,3  852,1  880,4  91  68,10  
401,8  94,7  0,0  147,4  11,4  946,8  852,1  91  75,50  
362,6  189,0  0,0  164,9  11,6  944,7  755,8  91  79,30  
379,5  151,2  0,0  153,9  15,9  1134,3  605,0  91  56,50  
362,6  189,0  0,0  164,9  11,6  944,7  755,8  91  79,30  
286,3  200,9  0,0  144,7  11,2  1004,6  803,7  91  76,80  
362,6  189,0  0,0  164,9  11,6  944,7  755,8  91  79,30  
439,0  177,0  0,0  186,0  11,1  884,9  707,9  91  73,30  
389,9  189,0  0,0  145,9  22,0  944,7  755,8  91  82,60  
362,6  189,0  0,0  164,9  11,6  944,7  755,8  91  79,30  
337,9  189,0  0,0  174,9  9,5  944,7  755,8  91  67,80  
222,4  0,0  96,7  189,3  4,5  967,1  870,3  3  11,58  
222,4  0,0  96,7  189,3  4,5  967,1  870,3  14  24,45  
222,4  0,0  96,7  189,3  4,5  967,1  870,3  28  24,89  
222,4  0,0  96,7  189,3  4,5  967,1  870,3  56  29,45  
222,4  0,0  96,7  189,3  4,5  967,1  870,3  100  40,71  
233,8  0,0  94,6  197,9  4,6  947,0  852,2  3  10,38  
233,8  0,0  94,6  197,9  4,6  947,0  852,2  14  22,14  
233,8  0,0  94,6  197,9  4,6  947,0  852,2  28  22,84  
233,8  0,0  94,6  197,9  4,6  947,0  852,2  56  27,66  
233,8  0,0  94,6  197,9  4,6  947,0  852,2  100  34,56  
194,7  0,0  100,5  165,6  7,5  1006,4  905,9  3  12,45  
194,7  0,0  100,5  165,6  7,5  1006,4  905,9  14  24,99  
194,7  0,0  100,5  165,6  7,5  1006,4  905,9  28  25,72  
194,7  0,0  100,5  165,6  7,5  1006,4  905,9  56  33,96  
194,7  0,0  100,5  165,6  7,5  1006,4  905,9  100  37,34  
190,7  0,0  125,4  162,1  7,8  1090,0  804,0  3  15,04  
190,7  0,0  125,4  162,1  7,8  1090,0  804,0  14  21,06  
190,7  0,0  125,4  162,1  7,8  1090,0  804,0  28  26,40  
190,7  0,0  125,4  162,1  7,8  1090,0  804,0  56  35,34  
190,7  0,0  125,4  162,1  7,8  1090,0  804,0  100  40,57  
212,1  0,0  121,6  180,3  5,7  1057,6  779,3  3  12,47  
212,1  0,0  121,6  180,3  5,7  1057,6  779,3  14  20,92  
212,1  0,0  121,6  180,3  5,7  1057,6  779,3  28  24,90  
212,1  0,0  121,6  180,3  5,7  1057,6  779,3  56  34,20  
212,1  0,0  121,6  180,3  5,7  1057,6  779,3  100  39,61  
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230,0  0,0  118,3  195,5  4,6  1029,4  758,6  3  10,03  
230,0  0,0  118,3  195,5  4,6  1029,4  758,6  14  20,08  
230,0  0,0  118,3  195,5  4,6  1029,4  758,6  28  24,48  
230,0  0,0  118,3  195,5  4,6  1029,4  758,6  56  31,54  
230,0  0,0  118,3  195,5  4,6  1029,4  758,6  100  35,34  
190,3  0,0  125,2  161,9  9,9  1088,1  802,6  3  9,45  
190,3  0,0  125,2  161,9  9,9  1088,1  802,6  14  22,72  
190,3  0,0  125,2  161,9  9,9  1088,1  802,6  28  28,47  
190,3  0,0  125,2  161,9  9,9  1088,1  802,6  56  38,56  
190,3  0,0  125,2  161,9  9,9  1088,1  802,6  100  40,39  
166,1  0,0  163,3  176,5  4,5  1058,6  780,1  3  10,76  
166,1  0,0  163,3  176,5  4,5  1058,6  780,1  14  25,48  
166,1  0,0  163,3  176,5  4,5  1058,6  780,1  28  21,54  
166,1  0,0  163,3  176,5  4,5  1058,6  780,1  56  28,63  
166,1  0,0  163,3  176,5  4,5  1058,6  780,1  100  33,54  
168,0  42,1  163,8  121,8  5,7  1058,7  780,1  3  7,75  
168,0  42,1  163,8  121,8  5,7  1058,7  780,1  14  17,82  
168,0  42,1  163,8  121,8  5,7  1058,7  780,1  28  24,24  
168,0  42,1  163,8  121,8  5,7  1058,7  780,1  56  32,85  
168,0  42,1  163,8  121,8  5,7  1058,7  780,1  100  39,23  
213,7  98,1  24,5  181,7  6,9  1065,8  785,4  3  18,00  
213,7  98,1  24,5  181,7  6,9  1065,8  785,4  14  30,39  
213,7  98,1  24,5  181,7  6,9  1065,8  785,4  28  45,71  
213,7  98,1  24,5  181,7  6,9  1065,8  785,4  56  50,77  
213,7  98,1  24,5  181,7  6,9  1065,8  785,4  100  53,90  
213,8  98,1  24,5  181,7  6,7  1066,0  785,5  3  13,18  
213,8  98,1  24,5  181,7  6,7  1066,0  785,5  14  17,84  
213,8  98,1  24,5  181,7  6,7  1066,0  785,5  28  40,23  
213,8  98,1  24,5  181,7  6,7  1066,0  785,5  56  47,13  
213,8  98,1  24,5  181,7  6,7  1066,0  785,5  100  49,97  
229,7  0,0  118,2  195,2  6,1  1028,1  757,6  3  13,36  
229,7  0,0  118,2  195,2  6,1  1028,1  757,6  14  22,32  
229,7  0,0  118,2  195,2  6,1  1028,1  757,6  28  24,54  
229,7  0,0  118,2  195,2  6,1  1028,1  757,6  56  31,35  
229,7  0,0  118,2  195,2  6,1  1028,1  757,6  100  40,86  
238,1  0,0  94,1  186,7  7,0  949,9  847,0  3  19,93  
238,1  0,0  94,1  186,7  7,0  949,9  847,0  14  25,69  
238,1  0,0  94,1  186,7  7,0  949,9  847,0  28  30,23  
238,1  0,0  94,1  186,7  7,0  949,9  847,0  56  39,59  
238,1  0,0  94,1  186,7  7,0  949,9  847,0  100  44,30  
250,0  0,0  95,7  187,4  5,5  956,9  861,2  3  13,82  
250,0  0,0  95,7  187,4  5,5  956,9  861,2  14  24,92  
250,0  0,0  95,7  187,4  5,5  956,9  861,2  28  29,22  
250,0  0,0  95,7  187,4  5,5  956,9  861,2  56  38,33  
250,0  0,0  95,7  187,4  5,5  956,9  861,2  100  42,35  
212,5  0,0  100,4  159,3  8,7  1007,8  903,6  3  13,54  
212,5  0,0  100,4  159,3  8,7  1007,8  903,6  14  26,31  
212,5  0,0  100,4  159,3  8,7  1007,8  903,6  28  31,64  
212,5  0,0  100,4  159,3  8,7  1007,8  903,6  56  42,55  
212,5  0,0  100,4  159,3  8,7  1007,8  903,6  100  42,92  
212,6  0,0  100,4  159,4  10,4  1003,8  903,8  3  13,33  
212,6  0,0  100,4  159,4  10,4  1003,8  903,8  14  25,37  
212,6  0,0  100,4  159,4  10,4  1003,8  903,8  28  37,40  
212,6  0,0  100,4  159,4  10,4  1003,8  903,8  56  44,40  
212,6  0,0  100,4  159,4  10,4  1003,8  903,8  100  47,74  
212,0  0,0  124,8  159,0  7,8  1085,4  799,5  3  19,52  
212,0  0,0  124,8  159,0  7,8  1085,4  799,5  14  31,35  
212,0  0,0  124,8  159,0  7,8  1085,4  799,5  28  38,50  
212,0  0,0  124,8  159,0  7,8  1085,4  799,5  56  45,08  
212,0  0,0  124,8  159,0  7,8  1085,4  799,5  100  47,82  
231,8  0,0  121,6  174,0  6,7  1056,4  778,5  3  15,44  
231,8  0,0  121,6  174,0  6,7  1056,4  778,5  14  26,77  
231,8  0,0  121,6  174,0  6,7  1056,4  778,5  28  33,73  
231,8  0,0  121,6  174,0  6,7  1056,4  778,5  56  42,70  
231,8  0,0  121,6  174,0  6,7  1056,4  778,5  100  45,84  
251,4  0,0  118,3  188,5  5,8  1028,4  757,7  3  17,22  
251,4  0,0  118,3  188,5  5,8  1028,4  757,7  14  29,93  
251,4  0,0  118,3  188,5  5,8  1028,4  757,7  28  29,65  
251,4  0,0  118,3  188,5  5,8  1028,4  757,7  56  36,97  
251,4  0,0  118,3  188,5  5,8  1028,4  757,7  100  43,58  
251,4  0,0  118,3  188,5  6,4  1028,4  757,7  3  13,12  
251,4  0,0  118,3  188,5  6,4  1028,4  757,7  14  24,43  
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251,4  0,0  118,3  188,5  6,4  1028,4  757,7  28  32,66  
251,4  0,0  118,3  188,5  6,4  1028,4  757,7  56  36,64  
251,4  0,0  118,3  188,5  6,4  1028,4  757,7  100  44,21  
181,4  0,0  167,0  169,6  7,6  1055,6  777,8  3  13,62  
181,4  0,0  167,0  169,6  7,6  1055,6  777,8  14  21,60  
181,4  0,0  167,0  169,6  7,6  1055,6  777,8  28  27,77  
181,4  0,0  167,0  169,6  7,6  1055,6  777,8  56  35,57  
181,4  0,0  167,0  169,6  7,6  1055,6  777,8  100  45,37  
182,0  45,2  122,0  170,2  8,2  1059,4  780,7  3  7,32  
182,0  45,2  122,0  170,2  8,2  1059,4  780,7  14  21,50  
182,0  45,2  122,0  170,2  8,2  1059,4  780,7  28  31,27  
182,0  45,2  122,0  170,2  8,2  1059,4  780,7  56  43,50  
182,0  45,2  122,0  170,2  8,2  1059,4  780,7  100  48,67  
168,9  42,2  124,3  158,3  10,8  1080,8  796,2  3  7,40  
168,9  42,2  124,3  158,3  10,8  1080,8  796,2  14  23,51  
168,9  42,2  124,3  158,3  10,8  1080,8  796,2  28  31,12  
168,9  42,2  124,3  158,3  10,8  1080,8  796,2  56  39,15  
168,9  42,2  124,3  158,3  10,8  1080,8  796,2  100  48,15  
290,4  0,0  96,2  168,1  9,4  961,2  865,0  3  22,50  
290,4  0,0  96,2  168,1  9,4  961,2  865,0  14  34,67  
290,4  0,0  96,2  168,1  9,4  961,2  865,0  28  34,74  
290,4  0,0  96,2  168,1  9,4  961,2  865,0  56  45,08  
290,4  0,0  96,2  168,1  9,4  961,2  865,0  100  48,97  
277,1  0,0  97,4  160,6  11,8  973,9  875,6  3  23,14  
277,1  0,0  97,4  160,6  11,8  973,9  875,6  14  41,89  
277,1  0,0  97,4  160,6  11,8  973,9  875,6  28  48,28  
277,1  0,0  97,4  160,6  11,8  973,9  875,6  56  51,04  
277,1  0,0  97,4  160,6  11,8  973,9  875,6  100  55,64  
295,7  0,0  95,6  171,5  8,9  955,1  859,2  3  22,95  
295,7  0,0  95,6  171,5  8,9  955,1  859,2  14  35,23  
295,7  0,0  95,6  171,5  8,9  955,1  859,2  28  39,94  
295,7  0,0  95,6  171,5  8,9  955,1  859,2  56  48,72  
295,7  0,0  95,6  171,5  8,9  955,1  859,2  100  52,04  
251,8  0,0  99,9  146,1  12,4  1006,0  899,8  3  21,02  
251,8  0,0  99,9  146,1  12,4  1006,0  899,8  14  33,36  
251,8  0,0  99,9  146,1  12,4  1006,0  899,8  28  33,94  
251,8  0,0  99,9  146,1  12,4  1006,0  899,8  56  44,14  
251,8  0,0  99,9  146,1  12,4  1006,0  899,8  100  45,37  
249,1  0,0  98,8  158,1  12,8  987,8  889,0  3  15,36  
249,1  0,0  98,8  158,1  12,8  987,8  889,0  14  28,68  
249,1  0,0  98,8  158,1  12,8  987,8  889,0  28  30,85  
249,1  0,0  98,8  158,1  12,8  987,8  889,0  56  42,03  
249,1  0,0  98,8  158,1  12,8  987,8  889,0  100  51,06  
252,3  0,0  98,8  146,3  14,2  987,8  889,0  3  21,78  
252,3  0,0  98,8  146,3  14,2  987,8  889,0  14  42,29  
252,3  0,0  98,8  146,3  14,2  987,8  889,0  28  50,60  
252,3  0,0  98,8  146,3  14,2  987,8  889,0  56  55,83  
252,3  0,0  98,8  146,3  14,2  987,8  889,0  100  60,95  
246,8  0,0  125,1  143,3  12,0  1086,8  800,9  3  23,52  
246,8  0,0  125,1  143,3  12,0  1086,8  800,9  14  42,22  
246,8  0,0  125,1  143,3  12,0  1086,8  800,9  28  52,50  
246,8  0,0  125,1  143,3  12,0  1086,8  800,9  56  60,32  
246,8  0,0  125,1  143,3  12,0  1086,8  800,9  100  66,42  
275,1  0,0  121,4  159,5  9,9  1053,6  777,5  3  23,80  
275,1  0,0  121,4  159,5  9,9  1053,6  777,5  14  38,77  
275,1  0,0  121,4  159,5  9,9  1053,6  777,5  28  51,33  
275,1  0,0  121,4  159,5  9,9  1053,6  777,5  56  56,85  
275,1  0,0  121,4  159,5  9,9  1053,6  777,5  100  58,61  
297,2  0,0  117,5  174,8  9,5  1022,8  753,5  3  21,91  
297,2  0,0  117,5  174,8  9,5  1022,8  753,5  14  36,99  
297,2  0,0  117,5  174,8  9,5  1022,8  753,5  28  47,40  
297,2  0,0  117,5  174,8  9,5  1022,8  753,5  56  51,96  
297,2  0,0  117,5  174,8  9,5  1022,8  753,5  100  56,74  
213,7  0,0  174,7  154,8  10,2  1053,5  776,4  3  17,57  
213,7  0,0  174,7  154,8  10,2  1053,5  776,4  14  33,73  
213,7  0,0  174,7  154,8  10,2  1053,5  776,4  28  40,15  
213,7  0,0  174,7  154,8  10,2  1053,5  776,4  56  46,64  
213,7  0,0  174,7  154,8  10,2  1053,5  776,4  100  50,08  
213,5  0,0  174,2  154,6  11,7  1052,3  775,5  3  17,37  
213,5  0,0  174,2  154,6  11,7  1052,3  775,5  14  33,70  
213,5  0,0  174,2  154,6  11,7  1052,3  775,5  28  45,94  
213,5  0,0  174,2  154,6  11,7  1052,3  775,5  56  51,43  
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213,5  0,0  174,2  154,6  11,7  1052,3  775,5  100  59,30  
277,2  97,8  24,5  160,7  11,2  1061,7  782,5  3  30,45  
277,2  97,8  24,5  160,7  11,2  1061,7  782,5  14  47,71  
277,2  97,8  24,5  160,7  11,2  1061,7  782,5  28  63,14  
277,2  97,8  24,5  160,7  11,2  1061,7  782,5  56  66,82  
277,2  97,8  24,5  160,7  11,2  1061,7  782,5  100  66,95  
218,2  54,6  123,8  140,8  11,9  1075,7  792,7  3  27,42  
218,2  54,6  123,8  140,8  11,9  1075,7  792,7  14  35,96  
218,2  54,6  123,8  140,8  11,9  1075,7  792,7  28  55,51  
218,2  54,6  123,8  140,8  11,9  1075,7  792,7  56  61,99  
218,2  54,6  123,8  140,8  11,9  1075,7  792,7  100  63,53  
214,9  53,8  121,9  155,6  9,6  1014,3  780,6  3  18,02  
214,9  53,8  121,9  155,6  9,6  1014,3  780,6  14  38,60  
214,9  53,8  121,9  155,6  9,6  1014,3  780,6  28  52,20  
214,9  53,8  121,9  155,6  9,6  1014,3  780,6  56  53,96  
214,9  53,8  121,9  155,6  9,6  1014,3  780,6  100  56,63  
218,9  0,0  124,1  158,5  11,3  1078,7  794,9  3  15,34  
218,9  0,0  124,1  158,5  11,3  1078,7  794,9  14  26,05  
218,9  0,0  124,1  158,5  11,3  1078,7  794,9  28  30,22  
218,9  0,0  124,1  158,5  11,3  1078,7  794,9  56  37,27  
218,9  0,0  124,1  158,5  11,3  1078,7  794,9  100  46,23  
376,0  0,0  0,0  214,6  0,0  1003,5  762,4  3  16,28  
376,0  0,0  0,0  214,6  0,0  1003,5  762,4  14  25,62  
376,0  0,0  0,0  214,6  0,0  1003,5  762,4  28  31,97  
376,0  0,0  0,0  214,6  0,0  1003,5  762,4  56  36,30  
376,0  0,0  0,0  214,6  0,0  1003,5  762,4  100  43,06  
500,0  0,0  0,0  140,0  4,0  966,0  853,0  28  67,57  
475,0  0,0  59,0  142,0  1,9  1098,0  641,0  28  57,23  
315,0  137,0  0,0  145,0  5,9  1130,0  745,0  28  81,75  
505,0  0,0  60,0  195,0  0,0  1030,0  630,0  28  64,02  
451,0  0,0  0,0  165,0  11,3  1030,0  745,0  28  78,80  
516,0  0,0  0,0  162,0  8,2  801,0  802,0  28  41,37  
520,0  0,0  0,0  170,0  5,2  855,0  855,0  28  60,28  
528,0  0,0  0,0  185,0  6,9  920,0  720,0  28  56,83  
520,0  0,0  0,0  175,0  5,2  870,0  805,0  28  51,02  
385,0  0,0  136,0  158,0  20,0  903,0  768,0  28  55,55  
500,1  0,0  0,0  200,0  3,0  1124,4  613,2  28  44,13  
450,1  50,0  0,0  200,0  3,0  1124,4  613,2  28  39,38  
397,0  17,2  158,0  167,0  20,8  967,0  633,0  28  55,65  
333,0  17,5  163,0  167,0  17,9  996,0  652,0  28  47,28  
334,0  17,6  158,0  189,0  15,3  967,0  633,0  28  44,33  
405,0  0,0  0,0  175,0  0,0  1120,0  695,0  28  52,30  
200,0  200,0  0,0  190,0  0,0  1145,0  660,0  28  49,25  
516,0  0,0  0,0  162,0  8,3  801,0  802,0  28  41,37  
145,0  116,0  119,0  184,0  5,7  833,0  880,0  28  29,16  
160,0  128,0  122,0  182,0  6,4  824,0  879,0  28  39,40  
234,0  156,0  0,0  189,0  5,9  981,0  760,0  28  39,30  
250,0  180,0  95,0  159,0  9,5  860,0  800,0  28  67,87  
475,0  0,0  0,0  162,0  9,5  1044,0  662,0  28  58,52  
285,0  190,0  0,0  163,0  7,6  1031,0  685,0  28  53,58  
356,0  119,0  0,0  160,0  9,0  1061,0  657,0  28  59,00  
275,0  180,0  120,0  162,0  10,4  830,0  765,0  28  76,24  
500,0  0,0  0,0  151,0  9,0  1033,0  655,0  28  69,84  
165,0  0,0  143,6  163,8  0,0  1005,6  900,9  3  14,40  
165,0  128,5  132,1  175,1  8,1  1005,8  746,6  3  19,42  
178,0  129,8  118,6  179,9  3,6  1007,3  746,8  3  20,73  
167,4  129,9  128,6  175,5  7,8  1006,3  746,6  3  14,94  
172,4  13,6  172,4  156,8  4,1  1006,3  856,4  3  21,29  
173,5  50,1  173,5  164,8  6,5  1006,2  793,5  3  23,08  
167,0  75,4  167,0  164,0  7,9  1007,3  770,1  3  15,52  
173,8  93,4  159,9  172,3  9,7  1007,2  746,6  3  15,82  
190,3  0,0  125,2  166,6  9,9  1079,0  798,9  3  12,55  
250,0  0,0  95,7  191,8  5,3  948,9  857,2  3  8,49  
213,5  0,0  174,2  159,2  11,7  1043,6  771,9  3  15,61  
194,7  0,0  100,5  170,2  7,5  998,0  901,8  3  12,18  
251,4  0,0  118,3  192,9  5,8  1043,6  754,3  3  11,98  
165,0  0,0  143,6  163,8  0,0  1005,6  900,9  14  16,88  
165,0  128,5  132,1  175,1  8,1  1005,8  746,6  14  33,09  
178,0  129,8  118,6  179,9  3,6  1007,3  746,8  14  34,24  
167,4  129,9  128,6  175,5  7,8  1006,3  746,6  14  31,81  
172,4  13,6  172,4  156,8  4,1  1006,3  856,4  14  29,75  
173,5  50,1  173,5  164,8  6,5  1006,2  793,5  14  33,01  
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167,0  75,4  167,0  164,0  7,9  1007,3  770,1  14  32,90  
173,8  93,4  159,9  172,3  9,7  1007,2  746,6  14  29,55  
190,3  0,0  125,2  166,6  9,9  1079,0  798,9  14  19,42  
250,0  0,0  95,7  191,8  5,3  948,9  857,2  14  24,66  
213,5  0,0  174,2  159,2  11,7  1043,6  771,9  14  29,59  
194,7  0,0  100,5  170,2  7,5  998,0  901,8  14  24,28  
251,4  0,0  118,3  192,9  5,8  1043,6  754,3  14  20,73  
165,0  0,0  143,6  163,8  0,0  1005,6  900,9  28  26,20  
165,0  128,5  132,1  175,1  8,1  1005,8  746,6  28  46,39  
178,0  129,8  118,6  179,9  3,6  1007,3  746,8  28  39,16  
167,4  129,9  128,6  175,5  7,8  1006,3  746,6  28  41,20  
172,4  13,6  172,4  156,8  4,1  1006,3  856,4  28  33,69  
173,5  50,1  173,5  164,8  6,5  1006,2  793,5  28  38,20  
167,0  75,4  167,0  164,0  7,9  1007,3  770,1  28  41,41  
173,8  93,4  159,9  172,3  9,7  1007,2  746,6  28  37,81  
190,3  0,0  125,2  166,6  9,9  1079,0  798,9  28  24,85  
250,0  0,0  95,7  191,8  5,3  948,9  857,2  28  27,22  
213,5  0,0  174,2  159,2  11,7  1043,6  771,9  28  44,64  
194,7  0,0  100,5  170,2  7,5  998,0  901,8  28  37,27  
251,4  0,0  118,3  192,9  5,8  1043,6  754,3  28  33,27  
165,0  0,0  143,6  163,8  0,0  1005,6  900,9  56  36,56  
165,0  128,5  132,1  175,1  8,1  1005,8  746,6  56  53,72  
178,0  129,8  118,6  179,9  3,6  1007,3  746,8  56  48,59  
167,4  129,9  128,6  175,5  7,8  1006,3  746,6  56  51,72  
172,4  13,6  172,4  156,8  4,1  1006,3  856,4  56  35,85  
173,5  50,1  173,5  164,8  6,5  1006,2  793,5  56  53,77  
167,0  75,4  167,0  164,0  7,9  1007,3  770,1  56  53,46  
173,8  93,4  159,9  172,3  9,7  1007,2  746,6  56  48,99  
190,3  0,0  125,2  166,6  9,9  1079,0  798,9  56  31,72  
250,0  0,0  95,7  191,8  5,3  948,9  857,2  56  39,64  
213,5  0,0  174,2  159,2  11,7  1043,6  771,9  56  51,26  
194,7  0,0  100,5  170,2  7,5  998,0  901,8  56  43,39  
251,4  0,0  118,3  192,9  5,8  1043,6  754,3  56  39,27  
165,0  0,0  143,6  163,8  0,0  1005,6  900,9  100  37,96  
165,0  128,5  132,1  175,1  8,1  1005,8  746,6  100  55,02  
178,0  129,8  118,6  179,9  3,6  1007,3  746,8  100  49,99  
167,4  129,9  128,6  175,5  7,8  1006,3  746,6  100  53,66  
172,4  13,6  172,4  156,8  4,1  1006,3  856,4  100  37,68  
173,5  50,1  173,5  164,8  6,5  1006,2  793,5  100  56,06  
167,0  75,4  167,0  164,0  7,9  1007,3  770,1  100  56,81  
173,8  93,4  159,9  172,3  9,7  1007,2  746,6  100  50,94  
190,3  0,0  125,2  166,6  9,9  1079,0  798,9  100  33,56  
250,0  0,0  95,7  191,8  5,3  948,9  857,2  100  41,16  
213,5  0,0  174,2  159,2  11,7  1043,6  771,9  100  52,96  
194,7  0,0  100,5  170,2  7,5  998,0  901,8  100  44,28  
251,4  0,0  118,3  192,9  5,8  1043,6  754,3  100  40,15  
446,0  24,0  79,0  162,0  11,6  967,0  712,0  28  57,03  
446,0  24,0  79,0  162,0  11,6  967,0  712,0  28  44,42  
446,0  24,0  79,0  162,0  11,6  967,0  712,0  28  51,02  
446,0  24,0  79,0  162,0  10,3  967,0  712,0  28  53,39  
446,0  24,0  79,0  162,0  11,6  967,0  712,0  3  35,36  
446,0  24,0  79,0  162,0  11,6  967,0  712,0  3  25,02  
446,0  24,0  79,0  162,0  11,6  967,0  712,0  3  23,35  
446,0  24,0  79,0  162,0  11,6  967,0  712,0  7  52,01  
446,0  24,0  79,0  162,0  11,6  967,0  712,0  7  38,02  
446,0  24,0  79,0  162,0  11,6  967,0  712,0  7  39,30  
446,0  24,0  79,0  162,0  11,6  967,0  712,0  56  61,07  
446,0  24,0  79,0  162,0  11,6  967,0  712,0  56  56,14  
446,0  24,0  79,0  162,0  11,6  967,0  712,0  56  55,25  
446,0  24,0  79,0  162,0  10,3  967,0  712,0  56  54,77  
387,0  20,0  94,0  157,0  14,3  938,0  845,0  28  50,24  
387,0  20,0  94,0  157,0  13,9  938,0  845,0  28  46,68  
387,0  20,0  94,0  157,0  11,6  938,0  845,0  28  46,68  
387,0  20,0  94,0  157,0  14,3  938,0  845,0  3  22,75  
387,0  20,0  94,0  157,0  13,9  938,0  845,0  3  25,51  
387,0  20,0  94,0  157,0  11,6  938,0  845,0  3  34,77  
387,0  20,0  94,0  157,0  14,3  938,0  845,0  7  36,84  
387,0  20,0  94,0  157,0  13,9  938,0  845,0  7  45,90  
387,0  20,0  94,0  157,0  11,6  938,0  845,0  7  41,67  
387,0  20,0  94,0  157,0  14,3  938,0  845,0  56  56,34  
387,0  20,0  94,0  157,0  13,9  938,0  845,0  56  47,97  
387,0  20,0  94,0  157,0  11,6  938,0  845,0  56  61,46 
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355,0  19,0  97,0  145,0  13,1  967,0  871,0  28  44,03  
355,0  19,0  97,0  145,0  12,3  967,0  871,0  28  55,45  
491,0  26,0  123,0  210,0  3,9  882,0  699,0  28  55,55  
491,0  26,0  123,0  201,0  3,9  822,0  699,0  28  57,92  
491,0  26,0  123,0  210,0  3,9  882,0  699,0  3  25,61  
491,0  26,0  123,0  210,0  3,9  882,0  699,0  7  33,49  
491,0  26,0  123,0  210,0  3,9  882,0  699,0  56  59,59  
491,0  26,0  123,0  201,0  3,9  822,0  699,0  3  29,55  
491,0  26,0  123,0  201,0  3,9  822,0  699,0  7  37,92  
491,0  26,0  123,0  201,0  3,9  822,0  699,0  56  61,86  
424,0  22,0  132,0  178,0  8,5  822,0  750,0  28  62,05  
424,0  22,0  132,0  178,0  8,5  882,0  750,0  3  32,01  
424,0  22,0  132,0  168,0  8,9  822,0  750,0  28  72,10  
424,0  22,0  132,0  178,0  8,5  822,0  750,0  7  39,00  
424,0  22,0  132,0  178,0  8,5  822,0  750,0  56  65,70  
424,0  22,0  132,0  168,0  8,9  822,0  750,0  3  32,11  
424,0  22,0  132,0  168,0  8,9  822,0  750,0  7  40,29  
424,0  22,0  132,0  168,0  8,9  822,0  750,0  56  74,36  
202,0  11,0  141,0  206,0  1,7  942,0  801,0  28  21,97  
202,0  11,0  141,0  206,0  1,7  942,0  801,0  3  9,85  
202,0  11,0  141,0  206,0  1,7  942,0  801,0  7  15,07  
202,0  11,0  141,0  206,0  1,7  942,0  801,0  56  23,25  
284,0  15,0  141,0  179,0  5,5  842,0  801,0  28  43,73  
284,0  15,0  141,0  179,0  5,5  842,0  801,0  3  13,40  
284,0  15,0  141,0  179,0  5,5  842,0  801,0  7  24,13  
284,0  15,0  141,0  179,0  5,5  842,0  801,0  56  44,52  
359,0  19,0  141,0  154,0  10,9  942,0  801,0  28  62,94  
359,0  19,0  141,0  154,0  10,9  942,0  801,0  28  59,49  
359,0  19,0  141,0  154,0  10,9  942,0  801,0  3  25,12  
359,0  19,0  141,0  154,0  10,9  942,0  801,0  3  23,64  
359,0  19,0  141,0  154,0  10,9  942,0  801,0  7  35,75  
359,0  19,0  141,0  154,0  10,9  942,0  801,0  7  38,61  
359,0  19,0  141,0  154,0  10,9  942,0  801,0  56  68,75  
359,0  19,0  141,0  154,0  10,9  942,0  801,0  56  66,78  
436,0  0,0  0,0  218,0  0,0  838,4  719,7  28  23,85  
289,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  913,2  895,3  90  32,07  
289,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  913,2  895,3  3  11,65  
393,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  940,6  785,6  3  19,20  
393,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  940,6  785,6  90  48,85  
393,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  940,6  785,6  28  39,60  
480,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  936,2  712,2  28  43,94  
480,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  936,2  712,2  7  34,57  
480,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  936,2  712,2  90  54,32  
480,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  936,2  712,2  3  24,40  
333,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  931,2  842,6  3  15,62  
255,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  889,8  945,0  90  21,86  
255,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  889,8  945,0  7  10,22  
289,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  913,2  895,3  7  14,60  
255,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  889,8  945,0  28  18,75  
333,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  931,2  842,6  28  31,97  
333,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  931,2  842,6  7  23,40  
289,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  913,2  895,3  28  25,57  
333,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  931,2  842,6  90  41,68  
393,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  940,6  785,6  7  27,74  
255,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  889,8  945,0  3  8,20  
158,8  238,2  0,0  185,7  0,0  1040,6  734,3  7  9,62  
239,6  359,4  0,0  185,7  0,0  941,6  664,3  7  25,42  
238,2  158,8  0,0  185,7  0,0  1040,6  734,3  7  15,69  
181,9  272,8  0,0  185,7  0,0  1012,4  714,3  28  27,94  
193,5  290,2  0,0  185,7  0,0  998,2  704,3  28  32,63  
255,5  170,3  0,0  185,7  0,0  1026,6  724,3  7  17,24  
272,8  181,9  0,0  185,7  0,0  1012,4  714,3  7  19,77  
239,6  359,4  0,0  185,7  0,0  941,6  664,3  28  39,44  
220,8  147,2  0,0  185,7  0,0  1055,0  744,3  28  25,75  
397,0  0,0  0,0  185,7  0,0  1040,6  734,3  28  33,08  
382,5  0,0  0,0  185,7  0,0  1047,8  739,3  7  24,07  
210,7  316,1  0,0  185,7  0,0  977,0  689,3  7  21,82  
158,8  238,2  0,0  185,7  0,0  1040,6  734,3  28  21,07  
295,8  0,0  0,0  185,7  0,0  1091,4  769,3  7  14,84  
255,5  170,3  0,0  185,7  0,0  1026,6  724,3  28  32,05  
203,5  135,7  0,0  185,7  0,0  1076,2  759,3  7  11,96  
397,0  0,0  0,0  185,7  0,0  1040,6  734,3  7  25,45  
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381,4  0,0  0,0  185,7  0,0  1104,6  784,3  28  22,49  
295,8  0,0  0,0  185,7  0,0  1091,4  769,3  28  25,22  
228,0  342,1  0,0  185,7  0,0  955,8  674,3  28  39,70  
220,8  147,2  0,0  185,7  0,0  1055,0  744,3  7  13,09  
316,1  210,7  0,0  185,7  0,0  977,0  689,3  28  38,70  
135,7  203,5  0,0  185,7  0,0  1076,2  759,3  7  7,51  
238,1  0,0  0,0  185,7  0,0  1118,8  789,3  28  17,58  
339,2  0,0  0,0  185,7  0,0  1069,2  754,3  7  21,18  
135,7  203,5  0,0  185,7  0,0  1076,2  759,3  28  18,20  
193,5  290,2  0,0  185,7  0,0  998,2  704,3  7  17,20  
203,5  135,7  0,0  185,7  0,0  1076,2  759,3  28  22,63  
290,2  193,5  0,0  185,7  0,0  998,2  704,3  7  21,86  
181,9  272,8  0,0  185,7  0,0  1012,4  714,3  7  12,37  
170,3  155,5  0,0  185,7  0,0  1026,6  724,3  28  25,73  
210,7  316,1  0,0  185,7  0,0  977,0  689,3  28  37,81  
228,0  342,1  0,0  185,7  0,0  955,8  674,3  7  21,92  
290,2  193,5  0,0  185,7  0,0  998,2  704,3  28  33,04  
381,4  0,0  0,0  185,7  0,0  1104,6  784,3  7  14,54  
238,2  158,8  0,0  185,7  0,0  1040,6  734,3  28  26,91  
186,2  124,1  0,0  185,7  0,0  1083,4  764,3  7  8,00  
339,2  0,0  0,0  185,7  0,0  1069,2  754,3  28  31,90  
238,1  0,0  0,0  185,7  0,0  1118,8  789,3  7  10,34  
252,5  0,0  0,0  185,7  0,0  1111,6  784,3  28  19,77  
382,5  0,0  0,0  185,7  0,0  1047,8  739,3  28  37,44  
252,5  0,0  0,0  185,7  0,0  1111,6  784,3  7  11,48  
316,1  210,7  0,0  185,7  0,0  977,0  689,3  7  24,44  
186,2  124,1  0,0  185,7  0,0  1083,4  764,3  28  17,60  
170,3  155,5  0,0  185,7  0,0  1026,6  724,3  7  10,73  
272,8  181,9  0,0  185,7  0,0  1012,4  714,3  28  31,38  
339,0  0,0  0,0  197,0  0,0  968,0  781,0  3  13,22  
339,0  0,0  0,0  197,0  0,0  968,0  781,0  7  20,97  
339,0  0,0  0,0  197,0  0,0  968,0  781,0  14  27,04  
339,0  0,0  0,0  197,0  0,0  968,0  781,0  28  32,04  
339,0  0,0  0,0  197,0  0,0  968,0  781,0  90  35,17  
339,0  0,0  0,0  197,0  0,0  968,0  781,0  180  36,45  
339,0  0,0  0,0  197,0  0,0  968,0  781,0  365  38,89  
236,0  0,0  0,0  194,0  0,0  968,0  885,0  3  6,47  
236,0  0,0  0,0  194,0  0,0  968,0  885,0  14  12,84  
236,0  0,0  0,0  194,0  0,0  968,0  885,0  28  18,42  
236,0  0,0  0,0  194,0  0,0  968,0  885,0  90  21,95  
236,0  0,0  0,0  193,0  0,0  968,0  885,0  180  24,10  
236,0  0,0  0,0  193,0  0,0  968,0  885,0  365  25,08  
277,0  0,0  0,0  191,0  0,0  968,0  856,0  14  21,26  
277,0  0,0  0,0  191,0  0,0  968,0  856,0  28  25,97  
277,0  0,0  0,0  191,0  0,0  968,0  856,0  3  11,36  
277,0  0,0  0,0  191,0  0,0  968,0  856,0  90  31,25  
277,0  0,0  0,0  191,0  0,0  968,0  856,0  180  32,33  
277,0  0,0  0,0  191,0  0,0  968,0  856,0  360  33,70  
254,0  0,0  0,0  198,0  0,0  968,0  863,0  3  9,31  
254,0  0,0  0,0  198,0  0,0  968,0  863,0  90  26,94  
254,0  0,0  0,0  198,0  0,0  968,0  863,0  180  27,63  
254,0  0,0  0,0  198,0  0,0  968,0  863,0  365  29,79  
307,0  0,0  0,0  193,0  0,0  968,0  812,0  180  34,49  
307,0  0,0  0,0  193,0  0,0  968,0  812,0  365  36,15  
307,0  0,0  0,0  193,0  0,0  968,0  812,0  3  12,54  
307,0  0,0  0,0  193,0  0,0  968,0  812,0  28  27,53  
307,0  0,0  0,0  193,0  0,0  968,0  812,0  90  32,92  
236,0  0,0  0,0  193,0  0,0  968,0  885,0  7  9,99  
200,0  0,0  0,0  180,0  0,0  1125,0  845,0  7  7,84  
200,0  0,0  0,0  180,0  0,0  1125,0  845,0  28  12,25  
225,0  0,0  0,0  181,0  0,0  1113,0  833,0  7  11,17  
225,0  0,0  0,0  181,0  0,0  1113,0  833,0  28  17,34  
325,0  0,0  0,0  184,0  0,0  1063,0  783,0  7  17,54  
325,0  0,0  0,0  184,0  0,0  1063,0  783,0  28  30,57  
275,0  0,0  0,0  183,0  0,0  1088,0  808,0  7  14,20  
275,0  0,0  0,0  183,0  0,0  1088,0  808,0  28  24,50  
300,0  0,0  0,0  184,0  0,0  1075,0  795,0  7  15,58  
300,0  0,0  0,0  184,0  0,0  1075,0  795,0  28  26,85  
375,0  0,0  0,0  186,0  0,0  1038,0  758,0  7  26,06  
375,0  0,0  0,0  186,0  0,0  1038,0  758,0  28  38,21  
400,0  0,0  0,0  187,0  0,0  1025,0  745,0  28  43,70  
400,0  0,0  0,0  187,0  0,0  1025,0  745,0  7  30,14  
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250,0  0,0  0,0  182,0  0,0  1100,0  820,0  7  12,73  
250,0  0,0  0,0  182,0  0,0  1100,0  820,0  28  20,87  
350,0  0,0  0,0  186,0  0,0  1050,0  770,0  7  20,28  
350,0  0,0  0,0  186,0  0,0  1050,0  770,0  28  34,29  
203,5  305,3  0,0  203,5  0,0  963,4  630,0  7  19,54  
250,2  166,8  0,0  203,5  0,0  977,6  694,1  90  47,71  
157,0  236,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  935,4  781,2  90  43,38  
141,3  212,0  0,0  203,5  0,0  971,8  748,5  28  29,89  
166,8  250,2  0,0  203,5  0,0  975,6  692,6  3  6,90  
122,6  183,9  0,0  203,5  0,0  958,2  800,1  90  33,19  
183,9  122,6  0,0  203,5  0,0  959,2  800,0  3  4,90  
102,0  153,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  887,0  942,0  3  4,57  
102,0  153,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  887,0  942,0  90  25,46  
122,6  183,9  0,0  203,5  0,0  958,2  800,1  28  24,29  
166,8  250,2  0,0  203,5  0,0  975,6  692,6  28  33,95  
200,0  133,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  965,4  806,2  3  11,41  
108,3  162,4  0,0  203,5  0,0  938,2  849,0  28  20,59  
305,3  203,5  0,0  203,5  0,0  965,4  631,0  7  25,89  
108,3  162,4  0,0  203,5  0,0  938,2  849,0  90  29,23  
116,0  173,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  909,8  891,9  90  31,02  
141,3  212,0  0,0  203,5  0,0  971,8  748,5  7  10,39  
157,0  236,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  935,4  781,2  28  33,66  
133,0  200,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  927,4  839,2  28  27,87  
250,2  166,8  0,0  203,5  0,0  977,6  694,1  7  19,35  
173,0  116,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  946,8  856,8  7  11,39  
192,0  288,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  929,8  716,1  3  12,79  
192,0  288,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  929,8  716,1  28  39,32  
153,0  102,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  888,0  943,1  3  4,78  
288,0  192,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  932,0  717,8  3  16,11  
305,3  203,5  0,0  203,5  0,0  965,4  631,0  28  43,38  
236,0  157,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  972,6  749,1  7  20,42  
173,0  116,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  946,8  856,8  3  6,94  
212,0  141,3  0,0  203,5  0,0  973,4  750,0  7  15,03  
236,0  157,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  972,6  749,1  3  13,57  
183,9  122,6  0,0  203,5  0,0  959,2  800,0  90  32,53  
166,8  250,2  0,0  203,5  0,0  975,6  692,6  7  15,75  
102,0  153,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  887,0  942,0  7  7,68  
288,0  192,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  932,0  717,8  28  38,80  
212,0  141,3  0,0  203,5  0,0  973,4  750,0  28  33,00  
102,0  153,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  887,0  942,0  28  17,28  
173,0  116,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  946,8  856,8  28  24,28  
183,9  122,6  0,0  203,5  0,0  959,2  800,0  28  24,05  
133,0  200,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  927,4  839,2  90  36,59  
192,0  288,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  929,8  716,1  90  50,73  
133,0  200,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  927,4  839,2  7  13,66  
305,3  203,5  0,0  203,5  0,0  965,4  631,0  3  14,14  
236,0  157,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  972,6  749,1  90  47,78  
108,3  162,4  0,0  203,5  0,0  938,2  849,0  3  2,33  
157,0  236,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  935,4  781,2  7  16,89  
288,0  192,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  932,0  717,8  7  23,52  
212,0  141,3  0,0  203,5  0,0  973,4  750,0  3  6,81  
212,0  141,3  0,0  203,5  0,0  973,4  750,0  90  39,70  
153,0  102,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  888,0  943,1  28  17,96  
236,0  157,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  972,6  749,1  28  32,88  
116,0  173,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  909,8  891,9  28  22,35  
183,9  122,6  0,0  203,5  0,0  959,2  800,0  7  10,79  
108,3  162,4  0,0  203,5  0,0  938,2  849,0  7  7,72  
203,5  305,3  0,0  203,5  0,0  963,4  630,0  28  41,68  
203,5  305,3  0,0  203,5  0,0  963,4  630,0  3  9,56  
133,0  200,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  927,4  839,2  3  6,88  
288,0  192,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  932,0  717,8  90  50,53  
200,0  133,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  965,4  806,2  7  17,17  
200,0  133,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  965,4  806,2  28  30,44  
250,2  166,8  0,0  203,5  0,0  977,6  694,1  3  9,73  
122,6  183,9  0,0  203,5  0,0  958,2  800,1  3  3,32  
153,0  102,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  888,0  943,1  90  26,32  
200,0  133,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  965,4  806,2  90  43,25  
116,0  173,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  909,8  891,9  3  6,28  
173,0  116,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  946,8  856,8  90  32,10  
250,2  166,8  0,0  203,5  0,0  977,6  694,1  28  36,96  
305,3  203,5  0,0  203,5  0,0  965,4  631,0  90  54,60  
192,0  288,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  929,8  716,1  7  21,48  
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157,0  236,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  935,4  781,2  3  9,69  
153,0  102,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  888,0  943,1  7  8,37  
141,3  212,0  0,0  203,5  0,0  971,8  748,5  90  39,66  
116,0  173,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  909,8  891,9  7  10,09  
141,3  212,0  0,0  203,5  0,0  971,8  748,5  3  4,83  
122,6  183,9  0,0  203,5  0,0  958,2  800,1  7  10,35  
166,8  250,2  0,0  203,5  0,0  975,6  692,6  90  43,57  
203,5  305,3  0,0  203,5  0,0  963,4  630,0  90  51,86  
310,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  1012,0  830,0  3  11,85  
310,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  1012,0  830,0  7  17,24  
310,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  1012,0  830,0  28  27,83  
310,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  1012,0  830,0  90  35,76  
310,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  1012,0  830,0  120  38,70  
331,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  1025,0  821,0  3  14,31  
331,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  1025,0  821,0  7  17,44  
331,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  1025,0  821,0  28  31,74  
331,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  1025,0  821,0  90  37,91  
331,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  1025,0  821,0  120  39,38  
349,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  1056,0  809,0  3  15,87  
349,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  1056,0  809,0  7  9,01  
349,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  1056,0  809,0  28  33,61  
349,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  1056,0  809,0  90  40,66  
349,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  1056,0  809,0  120  40,86  
238,0  0,0  0,0  186,0  0,0  1119,0  789,0  7  12,05  
238,0  0,0  0,0  186,0  0,0  1119,0  789,0  28  17,54  
296,0  0,0  0,0  186,0  0,0  1090,0  769,0  7  18,91  
296,0  0,0  0,0  186,0  0,0  1090,0  769,0  28  25,18  
297,0  0,0  0,0  186,0  0,0  1040,0  734,0  7  30,96  
480,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  936,0  721,0  28  43,89  
480,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  936,0  721,0  90  54,28  
397,0  0,0  0,0  186,0  0,0  1040,0  734,0  28  36,94  
281,0  0,0  0,0  186,0  0,0  1104,0  774,0  7  14,50  
281,0  0,0  0,0  185,0  0,0  1104,0  774,0  28  22,44  
500,0  0,0  0,0  200,0  0,0  1125,0  613,0  1  12,64  
500,0  0,0  0,0  200,0  0,0  1125,0  613,0  3  26,06  
500,0  0,0  0,0  200,0  0,0  1125,0  613,0  7  33,21  
500,0  0,0  0,0  200,0  0,0  1125,0  613,0  14  36,94  
500,0  0,0  0,0  200,0  0,0  1125,0  613,0  28  44,09  
540,0  0,0  0,0  173,0  0,0  1125,0  613,0  7  52,61  
540,0  0,0  0,0  173,0  0,0  1125,0  613,0  14  59,76  
540,0  0,0  0,0  173,0  0,0  1125,0  613,0  28  67,31  
540,0  0,0  0,0  173,0  0,0  1125,0  613,0  90  69,66  
540,0  0,0  0,0  173,0  0,0  1125,0  613,0  180  71,62  
540,0  0,0  0,0  173,0  0,0  1125,0  613,0  270  74,17  
350,0  0,0  0,0  203,0  0,0  974,0  775,0  7  18,13  
350,0  0,0  0,0  203,0  0,0  974,0  775,0  14  22,53  
350,0  0,0  0,0  203,0  0,0  974,0  775,0  28  27,34  
350,0  0,0  0,0  203,0  0,0  974,0  775,0  56  29,98  
350,0  0,0  0,0  203,0  0,0  974,0  775,0  90  31,35  
350,0  0,0  0,0  203,0  0,0  974,0  775,0  180  32,72  
385,0  0,0  0,0  186,0  0,0  966,0  763,0  1  6,27  
385,0  0,0  0,0  186,0  0,0  966,0  763,0  3  14,70  
385,0  0,0  0,0  186,0  0,0  966,0  763,0  7  23,22  
385,0  0,0  0,0  186,0  0,0  966,0  763,0  14  27,92  
385,0  0,0  0,0  186,0  0,0  966,0  763,0  28  31,35  
331,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  978,0  825,0  180  39,00  
331,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  978,0  825,0  360  41,24  
349,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  1047,0  806,0  3  14,99  
331,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  978,0  825,0  3  13,52  
382,0  0,0  0,0  186,0  0,0  1047,0  739,0  7  24,00  
382,0  0,0  0,0  186,0  0,0  1047,0  739,0  28  37,42  
382,0  0,0  0,0  186,0  0,0  1111,0  784,0  7  11,47  
281,0  0,0  0,0  186,0  0,0  1104,0  774,0  28  22,44  
339,0  0,0  0,0  185,0  0,0  1069,0  754,0  7  21,16  
339,0  0,0  0,0  185,0  0,0  1069,0  754,0  28  31,84  
295,0  0,0  0,0  185,0  0,0  1069,0  769,0  7  14,80  
295,0  0,0  0,0  185,0  0,0  1069,0  769,0  28  25,18  
238,0  0,0  0,0  185,0  0,0  1118,0  789,0  28  17,54  
296,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  1085,0  765,0  7  14,20  
296,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  1085,0  765,0  28  21,65  
296,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  1085,0  765,0  90  29,39  
331,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  879,0  825,0  3  13,52  
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331,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  978,0  825,0  7  16,26  
331,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  978,0  825,0  28  31,45  
331,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  978,0  825,0  90  37,23  
349,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  1047,0  806,0  7  18,13  
349,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  1047,0  806,0  28  32,72  
349,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  1047,0  806,0  90  39,49  
349,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  1047,0  806,0  180  41,05  
349,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  1047,0  806,0  360  42,13  
302,0  0,0  0,0  203,0  0,0  974,0  817,0  14  18,13  
302,0  0,0  0,0  203,0  0,0  974,0  817,0  180  26,74  
525,0  0,0  0,0  189,0  0,0  1125,0  613,0  180  61,92  
500,0  0,0  0,0  200,0  0,0  1125,0  613,0  90  47,22  
500,0  0,0  0,0  200,0  0,0  1125,0  613,0  180  51,04  
500,0  0,0  0,0  200,0  0,0  1125,0  613,0  270  55,16  
540,0  0,0  0,0  173,0  0,0  1125,0  613,0  3  41,64  
252,0  0,0  0,0  185,0  0,0  1111,0  784,0  7  13,71  
252,0  0,0  0,0  185,0  0,0  1111,0  784,0  28  19,69  
339,0  0,0  0,0  185,0  0,0  1060,0  754,0  28  31,65  
393,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  940,0  758,0  3  19,11  
393,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  940,0  758,0  28  39,58  
393,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  940,0  758,0  90  48,79  
382,0  0,0  0,0  185,0  0,0  1047,0  739,0  7  24,00  
382,0  0,0  0,0  185,0  0,0  1047,0  739,0  28  37,42  
252,0  0,0  0,0  186,0  0,0  1111,0  784,0  7  11,47  
252,0  0,0  0,0  185,0  0,0  1111,0  784,0  28  19,69  
310,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  970,0  850,0  7  14,99  
310,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  970,0  850,0  28  27,92  
310,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  970,0  850,0  90  34,68  
310,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  970,0  850,0  180  37,33  
310,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  970,0  850,0  360  38,11  
525,0  0,0  0,0  189,0  0,0  1125,0  613,0  3  33,80  
525,0  0,0  0,0  189,0  0,0  1125,0  613,0  7  42,42  
525,0  0,0  0,0  189,0  0,0  1125,0  613,0  14  48,40  
525,0  0,0  0,0  189,0  0,0  1125,0  613,0  28  55,94  
525,0  0,0  0,0  189,0  0,0  1125,0  613,0  90  58,78  
525,0  0,0  0,0  189,0  0,0  1125,0  613,0  270  67,11  
322,0  0,0  0,0  203,0  0,0  974,0  800,0  14  20,77  
322,0  0,0  0,0  203,0  0,0  974,0  800,0  28  25,18  
322,0  0,0  0,0  203,0  0,0  974,0  800,0  180  29,59  
302,0  0,0  0,0  203,0  0,0  974,0  817,0  28  21,75  
397,0  0,0  0,0  185,0  0,0  1040,0  734,0  28  39,09  
480,0  0,0  0,0  192,0  0,0  936,0  721,0  3  24,39  
522,0  0,0  0,0  146,0  0,0  896,0  896,0  7  50,51  
522,0  0,0  0,0  146,0  0,0  896,0  896,0  28  74,99  
273,0  105,0  82,0  210,0  9,0  904,0  680,0  28  37,17  
162,0  190,0  148,0  179,0  19,0  838,0  741,0  28  33,76  
154,0  144,0  112,0  220,0  10,0  923,0  658,0  28  16,50  
147,0  115,0  89,0  202,0  9,0  860,0  829,0  28  19,99  
152,0  178,0  139,0  168,0  18,0  944,0  695,0  28  36,35  
310,0  143,0  111,0  168,0  22,0  914,0  651,0  28  33,69  
144,0  0,0  175,0  158,0  18,0  943,0  844,0  28  15,42  
304,0  140,0  0,0  214,0  6,0  895,0  722,0  28  33,42  
374,0  0,0  0,0  190,0  7,0  1013,0  730,0  28  39,05  
159,0  149,0  116,0  175,0  15,0  953,0  720,0  28  27,68  
153,0  239,0  0,0  200,0  6,0  1002,0  684,0  28  26,86  
310,0  143,0  0,0  168,0  10,0  914,0  804,0  28  45,30  
305,0  0,0  100,0  196,0  10,0  959,0  705,0  28  30,12  
151,0  0,0  184,0  167,0  12,0  991,0  772,0  28  15,57  
142,0  167,0  130,0  174,0  11,0  883,0  785,0  28  44,61  
298,0  137,0  107,0  201,0  6,0  878,0  655,0  28  53,52  
321,0  164,0  0,0  190,0  5,0  870,0  774,0  28  57,21  
366,0  187,0  0,0  191,0  7,0  824,0  757,0  28  65,91  
280,0  129,0  100,0  172,0  9,0  825,0  805,0  28  52,82  
252,0  97,0  76,0  194,0  8,0  835,0  821,0  28  33,40  
165,0  0,0  150,0  182,0  12,0  1023,0  729,0  28  18,03  
156,0  243,0  0,0  180,0  11,0  1022,0  698,0  28  37,36  
160,0  188,0  146,0  203,0  11,0  829,0  710,0  28  32,84  
298,0  0,0  107,0  186,0  6,0  879,0  815,0  28  42,64  
318,0  0,0  126,0  210,0  6,0  861,0  737,0  28  40,06  
287,0  121,0  94,0  188,0  9,0  904,0  696,0  28  41,94  
326,0  166,0  0,0  174,0  9,0  882,0  790,0  28  61,23  
356,0  0,0  142,0  193,0  11,0  801,0  778,0  28  40,87  
85 
 
132,0  207,0  161,0  179,0  5,0  867,0  736,0  28  33,30  
322,0  149,0  0,0  186,0  8,0  951,0  709,0  28  52,42  
164,0  0,0  200,0  181,0  13,0  849,0  846,0  28  15,09  
314,0  0,0  113,0  170,0  10,0  925,0  783,0  28  38,46  
321,0  0,0  128,0  182,0  11,0  870,0  780,0  28  37,26  
140,0  164,0  128,0  237,0  6,0  869,0  656,0  28  35,23  
288,0  121,0  0,0  177,0  7,0  908,0  829,0  28  42,13  
298,0  0,0  107,0  210,0  11,0  880,0  744,0  28  31,87  
265,0  111,0  86,0  195,0  6,0  833,0  790,0  28  41,54  
160,0  250,0  0,0  168,0  12,0  1049,0  688,0  28  39,45  
166,0  260,0  0,0  183,0  13,0  859,0  827,0  28  37,91  
276,0  116,0  90,0  180,0  9,0  870,0  768,0  28  44,28  
322,0  0,0  116,0  196,0  10,0  818,0  813,0  28  31,18  
149,0  139,0  109,0  193,0  6,0  892,0  780,0  28  23,69  
159,0  187,0  0,0  176,0  11,0  990,0  789,0  28  32,76  
261,0  100,0  78,0  201,0  9,0  864,0  761,0  28  32,40  
237,0  92,0  71,0  247,0  6,0  853,0  695,0  28  28,63  
313,0  0,0  113,0  178,0  8,0  1002,0  689,0  28  36,80  
155,0  183,0  0,0  193,0  9,0  1047,0  697,0  28  18,28  
146,0  230,0  0,0  202,0  3,0  827,0  872,0  28  33,06  
296,0  0,0  107,0  221,0  11,0  819,0  778,0  28  31,42  
133,0  210,0  0,0  196,0  3,0  949,0  795,0  28  31,03  
313,0  145,0  0,0  178,0  8,0  867,0  824,0  28  44,39  
152,0  0,0  112,0  184,0  8,0  992,0  816,0  28  12,18  
153,0  145,0  113,0  178,0  8,0  1002,0  689,0  28  25,56  
140,0  133,0  103,0  200,0  7,0  916,0  753,0  28  36,44  
149,0  236,0  0,0  176,0  13,0  847,0  893,0  28  32,96  
300,0  0,0  120,0  212,0  10,0  878,0  728,0  28  23,84  
153,0  145,0  113,0  178,0  8,0  867,0  824,0  28  26,23  
148,0  0,0  137,0  158,0  16,0  1002,0  830,0  28  17,95  
326,0  0,0  138,0  199,0  11,0  801,0  792,0  28  40,68  
153,0  145,0  0,0  178,0  8,0  1000,0  822,0  28  19,01  
262,0  111,0  86,0  195,0  5,0  895,0  733,0  28  33,72  
158,0  0,0  195,0  220,0  11,0  898,0  713,0  28  8,54  
151,0  0,0  185,0  167,0  16,0  1074,0  678,0  28  13,46  
273,0  0,0  90,0  199,0  11,0  931,0  762,0  28  32,24  
149,0  118,0  92,0  183,0  7,0  953,0  780,0  28  23,52  
143,0  169,0  143,0  191,0  8,0  967,0  643,0  28  29,72  
260,0  101,0  78,0  171,0  10,0  936,0  763,0  28  49,77  
313,0  161,0  0,0  178,0  10,0  917,0  759,0  28  52,44  
284,0  120,0  0,0  168,0  7,0  970,0  794,0  28  40,93  
336,0  0,0  0,0  182,0  3,0  986,0  817,0  28  44,86  
145,0  0,0  134,0  181,0  11,0  979,0  812,0  28  13,20  
150,0  237,0  0,0  174,0  12,0  1069,0  675,0  28  37,43  
144,0  170,0  133,0  192,0  8,0  814,0  805,0  28  29,87  
331,0  170,0  0,0  195,0  8,0  811,0  802,0  28  56,61  
155,0  0,0  143,0  193,0  9,0  1047,0  697,0  28  12,46  
155,0  183,0  0,0  193,0  9,0  877,0  868,0  28  23,79  
135,0  0,0  166,0  180,0  10,0  961,0  805,0  28  13,29  
266,0  112,0  87,0  178,0  10,0  910,0  745,0  28  39,42  
314,0  145,0  113,0  179,0  8,0  869,0  690,0  28  46,23  
313,0  145,0  0,0  127,0  8,0  1000,0  822,0  28  44,52  
146,0  173,0  0,0  182,0  3,0  986,0  817,0  28  23,74  
144,0  136,0  106,0  178,0  7,0  941,0  774,0  28  26,14  
148,0  0,0  182,0  181,0  15,0  839,0  884,0  28  15,52  
277,0  117,0  91,0  191,0  7,0  946,0  666,0  28  43,57  
298,0  0,0  107,0  164,0  13,0  953,0  784,0  28  35,86  
313,0  145,0  0,0  178,0  8,0  1002,0  689,0  28  41,05  
155,0  184,0  143,0  194,0  9,0  880,0  699,0  28  28,99  
289,0  134,0  0,0  195,0  6,0  924,0  760,0  28  46,24  
148,0  175,0  0,0  171,0  2,0  1000,0  828,0  28  26,92  
145,0  0,0  179,0  202,0  8,0  824,0  869,0  28  10,54  
313,0  0,0  0,0  178,0  8,0  1000,0  822,0  28  25,10  
136,0  162,0  126,0  172,0  10,0  923,0  764,0  28  29,07  
155,0  0,0  143,0  193,0  9,0  877,0  868,0  28  9,74  
255,0  99,0  77,0  189,0  6,0  919,0  749,0  28  33,80  
162,0  207,0  172,0  216,0  10,0  822,0  638,0  28  39,84  
136,0  196,0  98,0  199,0  6,0  847,0  783,0  28  26,97  
164,0  163,0  128,0  197,0  8,0  961,0  641,0  28  27,23  
162,0  214,0  164,0  202,0  10,0  820,0  680,0  28  30,65  
157,0  214,0  152,0  200,0  9,0  819,0  704,0  28  33,05  
149,0  153,0  194,0  192,0  8,0  935,0  623,0  28  24,58  
86 
 
135,0  105,0  193,0  196,0  6,0  965,0  643,0  28  21,91  
159,0  209,0  161,0  201,0  7,0  848,0  669,0  28  30,88  
144,0  15,0  195,0  176,0  6,0  1021,0  709,0  28  15,34  
154,0  174,0  185,0  228,0  7,0  845,0  612,0  28  24,34  
167,0  187,0  195,0  185,0  7,0  898,0  636,0  28  23,89  
184,0  86,0  190,0  213,0  6,0  923,0  623,0  28  22,93  
156,0  178,0  187,0  221,0  7,0  854,0  614,0  28  29,41  
236,9  91,7  71,5  246,9  6,0  852,9  695,4  28  28,63  
313,3  0,0  113,0  178,5  8,0  1001,9  688,7  28  36,80  
154,8  183,4  0,0  193,3  9,1  1047,4  696,7  28  18,29  
145,9  230,5  0,0  202,5  3,4  827,0  871,8  28  32,72  
296,0  0,0  106,7  221,4  10,5  819,2  778,4  28  31,42  
133,1  210,2  0,0  195,7  3,1  949,4  795,3  28  28,94  
313,3  145,0  0,0  178,5  8,0  867,2  824,0  28  40,93  
151,6  0,0  111,9  184,4  7,9  992,0  815,9  28  12,18  
153,1  145,0  113,0  178,5  8,0  1001,9  688,7  28  25,56  
139,9  132,6  103,3  200,3  7,4  916,0  753,4  28  36,44  
149,5  236,0  0,0  175,8  12,6  846,8  892,7  28  32,96  
299,8  0,0  119,8  211,5  9,9  878,2  727,6  28  23,84  
153,1  145,0  113,0  178,5  8,0  867,2  824,0  28  26,23  
148,1  0,0  136,6  158,1  16,1  1001,8  830,1  28  17,96  
326,5  0,0  137,9  199,0  10,8  801,1  792,5  28  38,63  
152,7  144,7  0,0  178,1  8,0  999,7  822,2  28  19,01  
261,9  110,5  86,1  195,4  5,0  895,2  732,6  28  33,72  
158,4  0,0  194,9  219,7  11,0  897,7  712,9  28  8,54  
150,7  0,0  185,3  166,7  15,6  1074,5  678,0  28  13,46  
272,6  0,0  89,6  198,7  10,6  931,3  762,2  28  32,25  
149,0  117,6  91,7  182,9  7,1  953,4  780,3  28  23,52  
143,0  169,4  142,7  190,7  8,4  967,4  643,5  28  29,73  
259,9  100,6  78,4  170,6  10,4  935,7  762,9  28  49,77  
312,9  160,5  0,0  177,6  9,6  916,6  759,5  28  52,45  
284,0  119,7  0,0  168,3  7,2  970,4  794,2  28  40,93  
336,5  0,0  0,0  181,9  3,4  985,8  816,8  28  44,87  
144,8  0,0  133,6  180,8  11,1  979,5  811,5  28  13,20  
150,0  236,8  0,0  173,8  11,9  1069,3  674,8  28  37,43  
143,7  170,2  132,6  191,6  8,5  814,1  805,3  28  29,87  
330,5  169,6  0,0  194,9  8,1  811,0  802,3  28  56,62  
154,8  0,0  142,8  193,3  9,1  1047,4  696,7  28  12,46  
154,8  183,4  0,0  193,3  9,1  877,2  867,7  28  23,79  
134,7  0,0  165,7  180,2  10,0  961,0  804,9  28  13,29  
266,2  112,3  87,5  177,9  10,4  909,7  744,5  28  39,42  
314,0  145,3  113,2  178,9  8,0  869,1  690,2  28  46,23  
312,7  144,7  0,0  127,3  8,0  999,7  822,2  28  44,52  
145,7  172,6  0,0  181,9  3,4  985,8  816,8  28  23,74  
143,8  136,3  106,2  178,1  7,5  941,5  774,3  28  26,15  
148,1  0,0  182,1  181,4  15,0  838,9  884,3  28  15,53  
277,0  116,8  91,0  190,6  7,0  946,5  665,6  28  43,58  
298,1  0,0  107,5  163,6  12,8  953,2  784,0  28  35,87  
313,3  145,0  0,0  178,5  8,0  1001,9  688,7  28  41,05  
155,2  183,9  143,2  193,8  9,2  879,6  698,5  28  28,99  
289,0  133,7  0,0  194,9  5,5  924,1  760,1  28  46,25  
147,8  175,1  0,0  171,2  2,2  1000,0  828,5  28  26,92  
145,4  0,0  178,9  201,7  7,8  824,0  868,7  28  10,54  
312,7  0,0  0,0  178,1  8,0  999,7  822,2  28  25,10  
136,4  161,6  125,8  171,6  10,4  922,6  764,4  28  29,07  
154,8  0,0  142,8  193,3  9,1  877,2  867,7  28  9,74  
255,3  98,8  77,0  188,6  6,5  919,0  749,3  28  33,80  
272,8  105,1  81,8  209,7  9,0  904,0  679,7  28  37,17  
162,0  190,1  148,1  178,8  18,8  838,1  741,4  28  33,76  
153,6  144,2  112,3  220,1  10,1  923,2  657,9  28  16,50  
146,5  114,6  89,3  201,9  8,8  860,0  829,5  28  19,99  
151,8  178,1  138,7  167,5  18,3  944,0  694,6  28  36,35  
309,9  142,8  111,2  167,8  22,1  913,9  651,2  28  38,22  
143,6  0,0  174,9  158,4  17,9  942,7  844,5  28  15,42  
303,6  139,9  0,0  213,5  6,2  895,5  722,5  28  33,42  
374,3  0,0  0,0  190,2  6,7  1013,2  730,4  28  39,06  
158,6  148,9  116,0  175,1  15,0  953,3  719,7  28  27,68  
152,6  238,7  0,0  200,0  6,3  1001,8  683,9  28  26,86  
310,0  142,8  0,0  167,9  10,0  914,3  804,0  28  45,30  
304,8  0,0  99,6  196,0  9,8  959,4  705,2  28  30,12  
150,9  0,0  183,9  166,6  11,6  991,2  772,2  28  15,57  
141,9  166,6  129,7  173,5  10,9  882,6  785,3  28  44,61  
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297,8  137,2  106,9  201,3  6,0  878,4  655,3  28  53,52  
321,3  164,2  0,0  190,5  4,6  870,0  774,0  28  57,22  
366,0  187,0  0,0  191,3  6,6  824,3  756,9  28  65,91  
279,8  128,9  100,4  172,4  9,5  825,1  804,9  28  52,83  
252,1  97,1  75,6  193,8  8,3  835,5  821,4  28  33,40  
164,6  0,0  150,4  181,6  11,7  1023,3  728,9  28  18,03  
155,6  243,5  0,0  180,3  10,7  1022,0  697,7  28  37,36  
160,2  188,0  146,4  203,2  11,3  828,7  709,7  28  35,31  
298,1  0,0  107,0  186,4  6,1  879,0  815,2  28  42,64  
317,9  0,0  126,5  209,7  5,7  860,5  736,6  28  40,06  
287,3  120,5  93,9  187,6  9,2  904,4  695,9  28  43,80  
325,6  166,4  0,0  174,0  8,9  881,6  790,0  28  61,24  
355,9  0,0  141,6  193,3  11,0  801,4  778,4  28  40,87  
132,0  206,5  160,9  178,9  5,5  866,9  735,6  28  33,31  
322,5  148,6  0,0  185,8  8,5  951,0  709,5  28  52,43  
164,2  0,0  200,1  181,2  12,6  849,3  846,0  28  15,09  
313,8  0,0  112,6  169,9  10,1  925,3  782,9  28  38,46  
321,4  0,0  127,9  182,5  11,5  870,1  779,7  28  37,27  
139,7  163,9  127,7  236,7  5,8  868,6  655,6  28  35,23  
288,4  121,0  0,0  177,4  7,0  907,9  829,5  28  42,14  
298,2  0,0  107,0  209,7  11,1  879,6  744,2  28  31,88  
264,5  111,0  86,5  195,5  5,9  832,6  790,4  28  41,54  
159,8  250,0  0,0  168,4  12,2  1049,3  688,2  28  39,46  
166,0  259,7  0,0  183,2  12,7  858,8  826,8  28  37,92  
276,4  116,0  90,3  179,6  8,9  870,1  768,3  28  44,28  
322,2  0,0  115,6  196,0  10,4  817,9  813,4  28  31,18  
148,5  139,4  108,6  192,7  6,1  892,4  780,0  28  23,70  
159,1  186,7  0,0  175,6  11,3  989,6  788,9  28  32,77  
260,9  100,5  78,3  200,6  8,6  864,5  761,5  28  32,40  
 
 
 
 
 
